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From Single to Multi-user
CAFM solutions to suit you
Enable your workforce, whatever the size, with our always connected solutions

comment

During the last few weeks everyone has been
bombarded by propaganda from across the
          
is the cure all for Britain’s woes, particularly
the economy.

A

  
        
          
           

When you go to tender everyone submitting a bid has the answer for
you. The sales people (business development if you prefer) have entire
         
With the Facilities Show coming up there will be rows upon rows of
stands set up to sell you a product or service. So what do you need to
do to choose the right option for you?
          
people notice, but that doesn’t mean that it is always the most
important thing.
FMs will obviously have a budget that they work to but what are the
     
Speak to FMs, service providers and other people from the industry
          
advocate every method of tendering from silent auctions to face to
face presentations.
But when the Show rolls around, the election will only be a month
over. With all the service providers out in force maybe it would be a
good time for FMs to line seven of them up inside the ExCel, stand them
behind a podium and grill them for an hour on their economic policy
and plans for the future. Just a thought.
!   "   #$%     &!'* 
the top ten faces of the FM industry. There will be advice on how to
handle pest prevention, forecasts on the future of vending and a few of
the most ridiculous health and safety stories you will ever hear.
As always, we’d welcome your feedback about any aspect of
the magazine, together with your insight into what’s happening
in the FM sector.

 charlie.kortens@kpmmedia.co.uk
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 Next Month
In addition to the usual news, updates and
comment the June edition of FMJ will bring
you a review of the 2015 Facilities Show from
the ExCeL in London. We have features around
!"  #    $ 
    #   "
        
your washroom. Finally we bring you news from
Sugarich’s fascinating food recycling plant near
Northampton. So if you have any thoughts or
     %
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INDUSTRY EXPERT COLUMN

IN MY VIEW

SODEXO LAUNCHES

CORPORATE

RESPONSIBILITY
David Ward, managing director of Ward Security

WILL POST-ELECTION
AUSTERITY EFFECT
SECURITY AT YOUR SITE?
Election fever is all around us and the result
of the General Election is of interest as it will
impact on the facilities management and
security industries as much as it impacts on
other industries.
Regardless of the outcome, unless one
of the more radical parties wins in a shock
result, we can certainly expect to see a
continuation of the austerity programme. This
will hit the public sector hard and that will
include policing.
The Police Federation is already deeply
concerned about further cuts to policing
and is warning that it is at breaking point.
There has been a noticeable drop in visible
neighbourhood policing in recent years, and
further cuts will impact on the ability of
police to respond effectively to calls.
For facilities managers this means less
reliance on police to investigate or intervene
in low level crime. For security suppliers this
means more onus on delivering a complete
and holistic service that relies less on liaison
with police.
So what exactly should facilities managers
expect from their security supplier?
With less police visibility, it is important
that people know you have security in place.
Of course this needs to be done in a way
that it is not too intrusive. It is also vital
that your security supplier is able to deliver
a more complete service that compensates
for the police shortfall. It is also advisable
to look at how different estates, businesses
and organisations can pull together in
collaboration to deliver a more robust and
effective security stance.

Ward Security
t: 0845 872 1327
www.ward-security.co.uk
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REPORT
S

odexo has released its 2015 Corporate
Responsibility (CR) Report, to coincide
with Business in the Community’s Responsible
Business Week.
The Report tracks Sodexo’s progress against a
series of measures relating to environment, local
communities, nutrition, health and wellbeing and the
workplace. The Report shows that Sodexo has made
particularly good
progress in the
area of sustainable,
responsible
sourcing.
Through its
Diversity & Inclusion
Council the
company’s focus
on gender balance
7 
year-on-year rise in
the representation
of women in
management
positions. In 2014
women accounted for 30 per cent of Sodexo’s senior
management, beating a target of 25 per cent.

TC FACILITIES MANAGEMENT
UNVEILS NEW BRAND IDENTITY
Following the company’s acquisitions
of Equinox Security in 2013 and the
CMS Group in 2014, the new brand sees
all divisions adopting the TC name. TC
Cleaning services, TC Security Services
and TC Specialist Services will sit
alongside TC Facilities Management.
This will enable TC Facilities
Management to respond to customers
looking for either a single or multiservice offering.
DELIVERING BETTER VALUE FOR
MONEY FOR PPP CONTRACTS
Continued use of spreadsheets as a
tool to manage service delivery and
monitor performance is limiting the
achievement of value for both service
providers and the public sector. That is
the message from the latest white paper
from PPP operational performance
management and integrated payment
mechanism software provider, Service
Works Group (SWG).
The white paper, ‘Delivering Better
Value for Money Through PPP Payment
Mechanisms’, highlights the risk of
using spreadsheets to manage the
service delivery of PPPs for both the
service provider and the public
sector stakeholders; it examines the
challenges of delivering consistent,
auditable and transparent performance
management data for the public
sector client; and describes how a
bespoke integrated software solution
safeguards the interests of public
authorities and service providers in new
and operational projects.

FM INNOVATION AWARDS ANNOUNCED
We are delighted to announce that
Facilities Show and the Facilities
Management Journal have
partnered to recognise and
reward innovation in the facilities
management sector.
If you are at this year’s Facilities
Show and have an innovative
product, service or new
technology and feel this deserves
recognition then please fill in the
entry form available online.
Entrants will be included on the
Facilities Show ‘Innovation Trail’
which highlights innovation

around the show, creating a ‘trail’
that visitors can follow in order to
see all the great innovation taking
place. FMJ Magazine will promote
all the companies in pre-show
issues and online.
Winners will be announced at
the Facilities Show Exhibitor Gala

on Wednesday 17 June.
The judging panel will select
the best of the best in three
categories:
• Most Innovative Product
• Most Innovative Service
• Most Innovative Technology
Enter at http://ubm.io/1JaYgw3

FMJ.CO.UK

IS ARTIFICIAL LIGHT MAKING US ILL?
On 27 April, occupational hygienist Martin Jennings presented a paper
  &'                
      * +-/3/      4  #
Conference in London.
He was among a host of distinguished speakers
presenting at this global gathering of the world’s
experts in occupational hygiene and worker health
protection, at this prestigious event which is being
hosted by BOHS, the Chartered Society for Worker
Health Protection.

The paper provided new evidence that exposure to
            :
including computer and TV screens, during night
  +    
health at risk of serious diseases such as cancer,
diabetes and even obesity.
!       

be explained by looking at the eye itself. The retina
in the eye has in the past been considered to contain
two sets of photoreceptor cells, the rods and the
cones, which provide the human eye’s response to
light. In addition, it has long been understood that
melatonin, an endocrine hormone, is secreted by
the pineal gland in the brain, in accordance with the
day-night cycle and controls the body’s circadian or
24-hour rhythms.
The latest research now shows that there is a
third set of photoreceptors in the eye, known as the
intrinsically photosensitive retinal ganglion cells
(ipRGCs). Research has shown that these cells are
sensitive to blue-rich light and this in turn is linked
to the suppression of melatonin in the body. It is
         
be the critical issue where neuroendocrine health
is concerned. Blue light is essentially the colour of
daylight, mirroring the tones of the sky, and it is
        
so powerful.
! ";<=   :+ 0  
the use of the electronic devices at night time even
  *+ 0    
blue light and this is being linked to increased cases
of breast cancer, obesity and diabetes.
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DATES FOR THE

FM DIARY
16-18 JUNE 2015
www.facilitiesshow.com

MAY 2015
11-12
Total Supply Chain Summit
Heythorp Park Resort, Oxfordshire
www.forumevents.co.uk

MAY 2015
13
Think FM Conference
Kings Place, London www.thinkfm.com

JUNE 2015
01-03
European Facility Management
Conference 2015
Scottish Exhibition & Conference Centre,
Glasgow
www.efmc-conference.com

JUNE 2015
11-12
The Eco Technology Show 2015
AMEX Stadium, Brighton
www.ecotechnologyshow.co.uk

JUNE 2015
29-30
The Facilities Management Forum
Whittlebury Hall Hotel, Northants
www.forumevents.co.uk

FACILITIES SHOW INVESTIGATE
PROTECTING LONDON
In the buildup to the Protection &
Management and Facilities Show’s
event organisers UBM are releasing
a series of videos exploring how
  " "   # 
functions come together in iconic
landmarks across the capital.
>   >Q 
Museum’s health and safety manager,
$* :  =
experiences in managing day-to-day
operations at the UK’s most popular
visitor attraction. This will be followed
by behind the scenes looks at the Royal
Albert Hall, Cross Rail and ExCeL.
The British Museum was founded in 1753 and has continued to expand throughout the centuries.
A range of buildings, old and new, now make up the site (which causes some challenges when
embedding their top of the range security and safety systems).
At 75,000m², the museum covers a vast area (equal to nine football pitches), and is home to Grade I
  :      :Z:[[[  :       
as galleries, labs, stores rooms and research centres.

JUNE/JULY 2015
30-01
Avex International 2015
Manchester Central Convention Complex
www.avexshow.co.uk

JULY 2015
07
Security IT Summit
Hilton London Wembley
www.forumevents.co.uk

SEPTEMBER 2015
15-17
RWM NEC, Birmingham
www.rwmexhibition.com

NOVEMBER 2015
09-14
Workplace Week
Tours involving some of the UK’s most
innovative workplaces, London
www.workplaceweek.com

NOVEMBER 2015
11-12
EMEX – Energy Management Exhibition
ExCeL, London
www.emexlondon.com

MAY 2015
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GLOBAL FM

ISS expands RWE deal in the Czech Republic
ISS Czech Republic has retained its contract with one of Europe’s leading
electricity and gas companies, RWE, in Bohemia, and expanded its services
to the region of Moravia.
ISS was awarded the contract for providing Integrated Facility Services (IFS)
   \ "      :&\: ']
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FRENCH COMPANY
ID VERDE ACQUIRES
THE LANDSCAPE
GROUP
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the two organisations represents the
largest specialist landscaping and
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World FM Day 2015
is announced
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Safety, health &
environment
protection for FM

Companion
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Deterrent

Curiosity

0800 169 9646
nbcbirdandpest.co.uk
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Facilitating the Future
Consultancy and Contract Management
Delivering Commercially Sustainable Environments
Our approach will make you stop and listen. Your drivers and priorities are the foundation of
a partnership designed to improve your service and protect your brand and reputation while
reducing costs. We deliver a service your way not our way and continue to review and deliver it
this way as your business grows and changes.

Visit us at the Facilities Show, stand: Q1125. ExCel London. 16th-18th June.
www.helistrat.co.uk

|

enquiries@helistrat.co.uk

|

023 9312 1314
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UNIVERSITY LAUNCHES
CONSTRUCTION
CAREER CAMPAIGN
Q0  > 
' ->'/:    
> :   "  
homebuilders, has launched a
campaign promoting careers in the
     
Over 224,000 jobs in construction need to
    :  
'    ! >Q : 
meet the industry’s infrastructure demands
and skills shortages, and despite industry
encouragement, only one in 10 women
pursue a career in construction, a position
   0 
The campaign includes a new website,
downloadable careers guide, and a series
of interviews outlining the aspirations of
     >'  
construction, alongside employees at Taylor
     
Q0>'"      
     
joinery, plumbing and an understanding of
the properties and characteristics of a
       



There are opportunities to progress
into the more professional side of the
built environment which include site
management, surveying, technical
 
Alongside their GCSEs, Year 10
    Q>\'# { 
in Construction with CSCS, whilst Year
Z;  ^*^   
Q>\'  '  :{ |
Extended Diploma in Construction and the
Q \   # >'  
currently spending part of their study
week with Taylor Wimpey, learning
about the business and hoping
  

  

A new Bill with tougher statutory laws to control the
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HEALTHCARE, FACILITIES
AND THE ELECTION
The 2015 Healthcare Estates Exhibition and Conference
will focus on key areas impacting on the design, build,
managing and maintaining of healthcare facilities in the
wake of the General Election, it has been announced.
The organisers, Step Exhibitions are developing a
compelling free programme that will look at a number
of the key issues impacting on the estates departments
responsible for maintaining and running our hospitals
          
these presentations which are complimentary giving more
         
>"      +   
 Q          
will know for sure that at least one of the party’s is right or
     
Right now though, the NHS is a key election battleground
with a Conservatives pledge of an extra £8 billion a year for
*\ ;[;[
The Conservatives have already upped the ante with
  >    
of David Cameron’s commitment to provide a full range of
*  0
Q    {   
attacked the announcement as an “unfunded” spending
   
Mr Cameron said he would protect the “amazing” health
    =   
 *   * *  +
    [  ;[;[
So what do all these pledges mean for Estates &
Facilities? Where will energy savings feature in the new
government agenda? What of integration and how will this
impact on those running the trusts?
Six dedicated areas and theatres on the exhibition
7            
of Healthcare Estates and are run in conjunction with
    >    
          
     %

BRISTOL AIRPORT REVAMP
SHORTLISTED FOR AWARD
^   [[:[[[  Q ^  "
former terminal reception space, featuring
    +:
     
!   =    :Q Q
!  -Q/:      
_[~=    
    >  
been shortlisted for a Design Through Innovation
Award at the Royal Institute of Chartered
*  *   ^
Q   0   
  Q ^  > { 
   :    :
airy and modern space complete with dramatic
bespoke art installations made from sections of

 +
>      Q
    Q ^  :
 
       ;[Z
The project will now be visited by an
independent RICS judging panel, with the winner
being announced at the RICS South West Awards
 Q  Z_$!  
  :Q        ]
    

are you responsible for
the lifts in your building?
are you up to date with how to
fulfil your responsibilities?
clear on what should your lift
service provider be doing for you?

register
Now for your

free

training
session

Join us on Wednesday 17th June at the Facilities Show
for a FREE ‘Lifts: your questions answered’ training session
on lift maintenance and more.
The session will be no more than one hour, but will leave you with up-to-date
information on the latest regulations – in particular the EN81 family and the latest
update of EN81-20, health and safety issues and a ’what happens if?’ overview.
Register now at www.stannahlifts.co.uk/facilities-training
If you haven't already, make sure you register for the 2015 Facilities Show.

Meet the family

Passenger
Lifts

Escalators and
Moving Walkways

Platform
Lifts

Goods and
Service Lifts

Lift
Refurbishment

Bespoke
Lifts

Lift Service
and Repair

www.stannahlifts.co.uk
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CONTRACT WINS & PARTNERSHIPS

NG Bailey’s Facilities Services division has been
awarded a three-year deal with the UK arm of global car
manufacturer, Toyota. The firm will provide planned
preventative and reactive maintenance to five sites
nationwide, including Toyota’s Carbon Trust-accredited
flagship head office at Epsom.
ISS Facility Services has been awarded a new landscaping
contract with Perth & Kinross Council to deliver golf
course maintenance services at the North Inch Golf
Course in Perth.
Golf has been played at North Inch Golf Course for over
500 years: it is one of the world’s oldest golfing venues,
formerly patronised by the kings of Scotland.

ISC SECURES EVENT CONTROL
CONTRACT AT THE O2
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ARTHUR MCKAY
WINS FM DEAL
WITH MOOG

SODEXO CLINCHES SINGAPORE
AIRLINES DEAL

Mitie has retained a multi-million pound security
contract for the next three years, with Fujitsu, one of
the UK and Ireland’s leading IT systems, services and
products companies.
Mitie’s total security management business will provide
integrated services including security personnel, key
holding, alarm response and mobile patrols.
VINCI Park UK has won a new contract with the
Cambridge University Hospitals NHS Trust. From 1 April
2015, VINCI Park UK will provide a complete car park
and security management service at the UK’s leading
biomedical campus, which employs 8,000 staff and has
nearly 600,000 visitors each year.
BaxterStorey, Portico and Benugo, all part of WSH,
have been awarded a five-year contract with UBS to
provide food and front of house services across its
London estate. BaxterStorey will be providing catering,
hospitality, vending and fine-dining services; Portico
will deliver front of house and guest services; and
Benugo will introduce its retail and coffee bars at the
new flagship venue.
Cofely has landed a contract with Royal Botanic Gardens,
Kew (RBG Kew) to provide services across its estates.
Including the world famous Kew Gardens, as well as
the 465 acre Wakehurst Place. Under the terms of the
deal, Cofely, a GDF Suez company, will be responsible
for delivering a wide range of fabric, mechanical and
electrical maintenance.

Arthur Mckay has been awarded
a contract with global designer
  +
components and systems Moog,
to provide engineering services
maintenance, including electrical,
mechanical and public health
services, to its support centre in
Wolverhampton.
The three-year plus two contract
encompasses air-conditioning,
heating and ventilation systems,
electrical systems, drainage and a
building management system (BMS).

12
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Sodexo has won a three-year contract
at the new Singapore Airlines First and
Business Class lounges at Heathrow’s
Terminal 2.
Since the beginning of April Sodexo
have provided hospitality catering,
housekeeping and front of house services
 [[  
passengers on a daily basis. The deal
  "       
already includes Virgin and United Airlines.

Serco, has gone live with its five-year strategic
partnership with Lincolnshire County Council to provide
a range of business process and contact centre services
which will deliver savings of more than £14 million over
the term.The contract, valued in excess of £70 million
will see Serco responsible for a wide range of customerfacing and back-office functions including finance, HR
and ICT.
Skanska continues to build on its long-term relationship
with Somerset County Council following the award of
a two-year deal to deliver hard FM services across 500
of the Council’s sites, ranging from council offices,
libraries and children’s centres to schools and farms.

Decothane Ultra is truly the next generation
of liquid waterprooﬁng. It offers the same
key beneﬁts you have come to expect from
all ﬂat rooﬁng systems by Sika Liquid
Plastics, such as cold application which is
completely seamless but now with proven
low odour.
During the development of Decothane Ultra,
Sika Liquid Plastics has worked closely
with Odournet, a team of independent
consultants that manage and deliver top
level expertise in sensory analysis.
Decothane Ultra offers systems that
protect for up to 25 years, installed by our
Quality Assured Contractors and backed
by our single point guarantee, offering you
complete peace of mind.

IT’S BUSINESS
AS USUAL

For more information visit
www.decothaneultra.co.uk
alternatively, call 0800 112 3826 or
email decothane.ultra@uk.sika.com
@LiquidPlastics

Product highlights

Real projects,
real savings.

“[ The] hands-on support on-site
through to commissioning and
demonstrations was second to none.”
Martin Laws, Electrical Projects Manager,
Accolade Building Services

O

Easy to install

O

Sensitive detection

O

Adaptable to layout changes

O

Available in Switching &
Dimming versions

O

5 year warranty

O

Manufactured in the UK

Case study: Bryanston School, Dorset
Presence detectors control lighting at impressive Bryanston School
The new state-of-the-art music department at co-educational independent
Bryanston School benefits from increased energy efficiency thanks to a range of
PIR and microwave detectors supplied by CP Electronics. Installed by Accolade Building
Services Ltd, CP’s controls provide accurate and easy adjustment of light levels which is
vital for today’s teaching spaces that need to cater to a variety of activities.
The EBDSPIR and MWS3A detectors predominantly control T5 fluorescent luminaires with
digital DALI ballasts, to provide absence detection and daylight linking in all of the music
rooms. As a result, Bryanston School is saving both energy and money.

(left) EBDSPIR –
Compact ceiling
mounted PIR detector
(Right) MWS3A –
Adjustable head
ceiling mounted
microwave detector

Lighting control for the most demanding areas
Call us today on +44 (0)333 900 0671 or visit our website www.cpelectronics.co.uk

connect with us
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CYBER WARFARE
With cybersecurity threats and attacks becoming an increasingly
common occurrence Paul Bates, technical manager, Integrations
Solution Centre at Schneider Electric asks whether you are leaving your
building management system open to attack?

C

ybersecurity breaches are
becoming an increasingly
common occurrence and pose a
global threat – no region or company
is immune. Data breaches and cyber
crime costs companies billions each
year, and the damage to brand
reputation can be even more costly.
Hackers look to attack systems that
are weak and easily broken, but
despite this, countries with more
advanced internet infrastructure
usually experience more cyber
attacks.
Building management systems
that were once stand-alone are
      !>
 > "    
management systems are networked
 !>  : 
servers and utilities through open
protocols. While these intelligent
    :
they also open companies up to greater
     
>    : 
  :      
        
   0
> :    
:    :
     :
 +: 
     

PASSWORD MANAGEMENT
Properly managing users and
passwords is critical to securing
   
Most attacks on BMS systems are
  
  >  
   
        
  }    
    
is initialised. Products are usually
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    :  
     : 
      
  :    0  
      
   :   
     
> :   
       
 >      
    :     
passwords with over ten characters
  
!         
to any hacker. Once hackers are armed
     0   : 
is a relatively simple process to access
    
:  "   
      
>     
and once it does no internet connected
 

that allow users to inject commands
into the controlling device. While there
      0
Q^'    : 
protocols have not yet made it into
new devices.

implementation procedures to ensure
  +     

    

VULNERABILITY MANAGEMENT
Patching devices requires a co  {  
     
   Q$*! "   
  ~ :
well as to determine any operational
    
outage needed to complete the update
 ^   $ 
Plan takes into consideration aspects
      

Issues to consider when creating a
VMP include:
 How does a given vulnerability

USER MANAGEMENT
   
    : "  
    
!     
  }    
   
  >"     
    
     
Best practice is to give people
   
      
  
>       
     
  :  =
     :
need to input new passwords every
       
      
soon as a user leaves the company to
ensure the data stays secure.

impact a particular installation?
 What is the process to quickly
access and update the device?
 Are there factors that will affect
the ability to access or update the
device?
 Are there risks associated with the
update?

     
 :  
      
     
^    
    !     
    
    :      
   > "
     
     !=
communications networks are no
SOFTWARE MANAGEMENT
   ^0 
BMS device as an entry point to access
 0 :0
an entire system.
     
While not every employee needs
    
NETWORK MANAGEMENT
      
security systems are not up-to-date
   :    
there are usually weak areas that
   :
  \   
       0   
   0  
An increasingly common way that
   >   
hackers gain access to a BMS is through those within an organisation aware
 :*Q  : !
         :
       +
       
      
deployment packages containing
communicating with open protocols.
       
    :
$       0
   "  ^    0   
running in an iBMS use protocols that
0     
      
 ! 
management systems.
 "  
       

CUSTOM DESIGNED
ENTRANCE MATTING
MEWPs, telehandlers and
truck / track mounts up to
53m working heights.
call 08707 511 005
visit aﬁ-group.co.uk
Visit us at stand R1185 at the

THE ENTRANCE MATTING EXPERTS
• Nationwide installation service
• Same day collection or next day delivery
• Supply only options available
• Offering a complete product range solution

Call us on 01234 314 314
or visit syncros.co.uk

Breakout®
KI’s new modular third space system
Breakout® can transform open spaces and
improve worker wellbeing. Enhancing acoustic
planning, it mitigates noise and visual distractions
whilst encouraging activity-based working.
Its upholstered panels can be assembled to a
variety of heights, shapes and sizes to suit a
multitude of applications - adjacent to, or away
from workstations.
5 year warranty | Made in the UK

T 020 7404 7441
E workplace@kieurope.com
W www.kieurope.com
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A Secure Future
FMJ AIMS TO SUPPORT TECHNICAL EXPERTISE IN THE FM MARKET

2014 continued to see an increased use of technology within
the security sector, a trend supported by the higher levels
of integration between all sectors of the security trade, from
physical to digital, computing to electrical. John Roddy,
CEO of The Shield Group examines these trends more closely
The development of innovative
technological solutions has helped to
optimise the services of traditional
man guarding practices and to give
security companies an edge in an
increasingly competitive and pricesensitive industry.
Businesses are relying on
technological advancements for
improved convenience in their work and
business life. Technology has become a
substantial part of life and many people
cannot even remember the days when
it was impossible to connect to the
internet via a phone.
The security sector experienced this
very same trend and has moved
 
   
improvements in terms of monitoring
and safety. In some instances, the
requirements of having a physical
security force in place to secure a
premises or asset may have decreased
and been replaced with technology
such as CCTV.
Whilst technology has become the
backbone of professional security
services, investment in technology
        
end-to-end security solution; neither
can the importance of manned
guarding be underestimated.
However, security models should
start with a clear understanding of the
         
           
times of the day. It is only once the
customer’s risk is clearly understood
that one can develop the appropriate
security solution, which may be 100
per cent technology or 100 per cent
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of the two. It is vital for the security
     
 

          
       
the task at hand. There are certain
cases when the threat surrounding
an event can be extremely high; when

   
   
in place have to be experienced in
dealing with crisis management. At The
!  "   
   
trained to ensure they understand how
to handle situations such as these. The
 #        
unequipped to handle high pressure
situations are extremely high. There
should be no doubt that every member
           
their mind completely focused on the
task ahead.
In 2015, one of the key growth
areas for professional security services
was a greater focus on designing a
robust, total security solution delivery
model for clients, one that integrates
technological investment with a welltrained and skilled workforce who
are able to operate that technology
productively. The Shield Group is in
fact the UK’s largest independent
total security solutions provider
and to demonstrate the company’s
commitment to an integrated security
model, The Shield Group is the only
company to develop a bespoke
NVQ Level 5 Customer Care training
programme to provide employees with
the pre-requisite skills and training
needed to delivered an integrated
security service model. A total security
solution approach will further help
     
 

guarding practices. The training that
is required to utilise the technological
advancements that are in place can be
extremely time consuming, however it is
important that their uses are enhanced.
Furthermore, at a time when security
and safety in the business place is
pivotal and customisation of services
key to client satisfaction, there will
be a further focus on an increasing
requirement to extract security services
from facilities managed bundled
contracts and to adopt innovation at
every step of the supply chain, a total
         
the innovations in the industry.
 $        
Olympics in London, which the security
industry is still marred with, resulted
  $ %&     
withdraw their deal of providing 10,000
guards to protect the Olympics and a 10
per cent drop in the company’s shares
also demonstrated the need for security
       
their security services making sure such
errors do not repeat themselves by
steering away from the bundle service
approach. Instead this should be
replaced by the total security solutions
approach which allows security
services to provide all the security
measures needed.
Although technology in the security
sector is imperative, it is vital that this
is not just for aesthetic purposes. The
        
for reductions in manpower cover,
    #      
has to be higher as they will have more
to manage, therefore it is important
         

        
Recent security threats in the UK,
the London riots and other local
and international security threats
involving Britain, have reiterated the
      
a Total Security Solution service to
clients. At a time when security and
safety in the business place is pivotal
and customisation of services key
to client satisfaction, it should be
    
   
there is an increasing requirement to
extract security services from facilities
managed bundled contracts and to
adopt innovation at every step of the
supply chain.
With an increased reliance on
        
solution has been neglected. It has
been proven that having a physical
security presence has a drastic impact
on crime. There are certain cases
where immediate action is required
in order to tackle an issue. In these
cases, it is pivotal that the security
       
appropriate protocol.
'          
communicate the situation not only
with their superiors but also with one
and other. The use of technology has
allowed this process to take place in
a smoother fashion. Whilst CCTV and
other technology provide security
companies with invaluable information
to improve our safety, it is the role of
 #          
skilled and trained on the latest
technology used to protect people from
crime and to optimise the success of
security services. The use of manpower
is expensive but gives a very rapid
response and acts as a deterrent to the
criminal fraternity. Despite the internet
being improved over the last few years
and becoming cheaper, faster, clearer
and digital it must be put into the
context of the risk at hand.
A quality man guarding team
operating in a rapidly changing
environment with a number of
impacting changes, needs to be
proactive and adept at working with a
number of technological procedures
and applications to help them to
      (   
security teams are well informed of
what they are allowed to implement in
terms of security; by employing a total
security solutions company, there is no
question about what is expected.

Who do you think needs help
evacuating your building?

The truth is anyone might need some help in an emergency.
That’s why the Evacusafe range of chairs and mattress are designed
to assist any person with a mobility impairment safely and
securely down the stairs in just such an event.
Contact us today on 01256 332723 or
email info@evacusafe.net to discuss
what’s the best solution for your business.

9 Devonshire Business Park, Knights Park Road, Basingstoke, Hampshire. RG22 4UU.
Tel: 01256 332723 Email: info@evacusafe.net Fax: 01256 332823 Web: www.evacusafe.net
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In FMJ's regular monthly column, our team of FM experts answer your
questions about the world of facilities management
THE END-USER’S VIEW
GUY STALLARD,
CHAIRMAN, FMA USER
GROUP AND THE UK HEAD
OF FACILITIES AT KPMG
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industry and it’s necessary
    j  
participate in it.”

– C-J Green
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THE HR VIEW
'=%&\\:
GROUP HR DIRECTOR, SERVEST
GROUP
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THE CONSULTANT’S
VIEW
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EFFECTIVE FACILITIES
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THE COACH'S VIEW
{^!{\>!*:
DIRECTOR & CO FOUNDER
KENTISH AND CO
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Are you
buzzed?

Come and visit us at the Facilities Show 2015
16-18 June at ExCel London. For complimentary
tickets, email sales@freshground.co.uk

0845 845 1500
sales@freshground.co.uk
freshground.co.uk

FACILITIES SHOW

Next month see’s the return of UBM’s Facilities Show to the ExCeL Arena in London.
FMJ brings you the latest information, opinion and comment on 2015’s instalment

T

he Facilities Show is now in its 16th
year, having celebrated its 15th
birthday with a move from Birmingham’s
NEC to London’s ExCeL. This year it has
   [\{    | 
partner.
The show has grown in size and stature
ever since its inception back in 1999 and
now welcomes over 350 exhibitors and
15,000 attendees every year.
The 2015 edition of the Facilities Show will
welcome over 300 exhibitors from across
every sector within Facilities Management.
All the latest innovations and the
newest products and services to market
  +    
and interiors, energy management,
maintenance and cleaning and washrooms
will all be represented at the show this year,
plus many more.
The continuing engagement that the
show has from Total Facilities Management
companies is something that organisers
UBM are very proud and excited about.
Once again Mitie will be show partners, but
2015 also sees CBRE, VINCI Facilities, PHS
Q     
* :    
the event to all the FM industry.
Having such a range of TFM’s at the show
this year again reiterates the continuing
internationalisation of the industry. Visitors
to the show will be able to engage with
companies that are managing major FM
projects across the globe. Additionally, the
TFM’s will be able to speak with suppliers
from across all sectors operating within FM
at present.
!   #$%"   
magazine partner the show has unequivocal
support from across the facilities
management industry. This year the show
will be held in association with British
Institute of Facilities Management (BIFM)
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along with partners The Building Futures
Group, The Chartered Institute of Building
Service Engineers (CIBSE), International
Workplace and Mitie, amongst others.
In this feature we preview what you can
expect from this year’s event, taking a closer
look at some returning favourites as well as
some new ideas for this June.

The Innovation Trail
2015 sees the introduction of the Innovation
Trail, during which FMJ and the Facilities
Show will be partnering to recognise and
reward innovation across the facilities
management sector.
All exhibitors at the show who have
introduced an innovative product, solution
or service within the last 12 months are
encouraged to submit their details. Entry
forms can be found on both the FMJ and
Facilities Show websites.
Every entrant will be included on the
‘Innovation Trail,’ at the show itself.
Highlighting innovation the Trail will create
a path through the ExCeL which attendees
can follow.
The judging panel will select the best of
the best in three categories;
• Most Innovative Product
• Most Innovative Service
• Most Innovative Technology
Winners will be announced at the Facilities
Show Exhibitor Gala on Wednesday 17th
June and showcased in the July issue of
FMJ.

The BIFM Career Zone
The BIFM will be introducing a Careers
Zone this year. This will give guests the
opportunity to attend a series of advice

THE TALENT GAP
Finally FMJ will once again be hosting out
annual FMJ debate on Wednesday the 17th of
June at . This year we will be investigating the
      "   *+  
With tens of thousands of baby boomers set to
          /  
the FM industry is already doing to tackle this
issue, what more needs to be done and what
      

!        ! 
Hamilton managing director at ISS, BIFM
non-executive board member Ashleigh Brown,
David Howorth, MD of Mitie Client Services and
CJ Howden, HR director at Servest.

SEE US

AT STAND

S1030

clinics, workshops and seminars focusing on how
to handle key career challenges that may arise
during your time in facilities management. Advice
will also be available on how to achieve your
goals and aspirations.
BIFM CEO Gareth Tancred explained further:
“The role of facilities managers continues
to professionalise with more and more of our
members seeking representation on the board.
We are really excited to launch the BIFM Careers
 #  *  : 
platform that will assist facilities managers to
create a clear career path. Over the three days,
BIFM will be able to provide invaluable advice,
support and practical help for those seeking
formal training, CPD, management skill and

FMJ.CO.UK

FACILITIES SHOW

greater career opportunities within facilities
management.”

Headline Speakers
Karen Brady
Where: IOSH / SHP Arena at the P&M Series, ExCeL
When: 11.30am, Tuesday 16th June 2015
Karen
became MD of
Birmingham City
Football Club
at the age of
23 and is now
vice chairman
of West Ham
and one of
the UK’s best
known business
personalities.
Alan Sugar’s
aide on The
^   0     
football’ and will be speaking at 11.30 am on
Tuesday 16th June at Facilities Show.
Karen Brady will be using her phenomenal
experience in leadership in a session at Facilities
Show designed to help you drive your strategic
performance forward.

Ranulph Fiennes
Where: IOSH / SHP Arena at the P&M Series, ExCeL
When: 14.30, Wednesday 17th June 2015
+
the ‘World’s Greatest
Living Explorer,’
Ranulph Fiennes is
   
reach both North and
South Poles by foot.
He also made it into
the record books by
completing seven
marathons on seven
continents (including
^  / } + 
emergency heart surgery. At the age of 65, at his
third attempt, Ranulph became the oldest Briton to
conquer Everest.
Ranulph inspires audiences through drawing
connections between nature’s most dangerous and
  : = = 
all face.
Chris Hoy
Where: IOSH / SHP Arena at the P&M Series, ExCeL
When: 11.30, Thursday 18th June 2015
As Britain’s greatest Olympian and the most
successful cyclist in history, Chris’s inspirational

keynote session will
look at the highs and
the lows, the team
culture and psychology
that helped his
success, alongside the
importance of team
 = { 
inspire your leadership
skills, this session will
 =  
anyone looking to enhance their knowledge of the
psychology of successful teamwork.

Seminar Theatre
The Seminar Theatre will host a variety of talks
examining the key issues from across facilities
management. Prominent discussions will see
'!Q*\ =*  '0  
performance energy reduction and Helistrat
demonstrate how FM’s can play a part in a
sustainable property.
Additional highlights within the Facilities Show
Seminar Theatre include The Young Managers
Forum, where visitors can hear all about the
experiences of two FM apprentices and a panel
discussion with a host of TFM’s that will look at
service versus margins, amongst many others.

FACILITIES SHOW EXHIBITORS 2015
AAF International
ACV UK Ltd
Adler & Allan Limited
:*( %  <
Alexandra
Altman Integrated Technologies Limited
Ammerhurst Ltd
Anders+Kern UK Ltd
:  ! "  ><?
: ! @  <
: > X%&Y <
Aquabion UK
Armor SAS
Asset Handling Ltd
Assurity Consulting Ltd
Automatic Vending Association
Banner Business Services Ltd
Z:[ ?  + " 
Bauder Ltd
Z \ >   <
Z  
Borg & Overstrom
Bosch Thermotechnology Ltd
Z>[ " 
Business Edge Ltd
Z  X Y < 
CAD Management Ltd
?:]^?  ] !  < 
?:*+ _/  
Cardley-Wave
CBRE
Ceris Burns International Ltd
CIBSE
Cistermiser Limited
?  !  %&
Cleankill Environmental Services
Cleantec Innovation Ltd

S1070
U1470
N1350
R1185
R1130
M1235
M1270
U1395
Q1150
N950
L1060
L1040
P1180
M942
Q1000
P1250k
N1325
P1250l
S1170
Q1450
Q1410
M1050
R1520
R1245
S1475
P950
R1500
U1255
!`{`|
Q1455
P1325
R925
R990
R1430
M1255
R980
M1160

Clearabee Limited
Clearwater Technology Ltd
Clockwork IT Ltd
? : } X<Y
?  }  ? <
Condeco Ltd
COREcruitment Limited
Cromwell Associates Ltd
? ?  < 
Crown Oil Limited
Cyc-Lok Limited
Cyfas Systems Limited
] >  !  <
DCRS Ltd
De-Ice
   
Denny’s Uniforms
Desk QUERY
]   
] /
](~:& %&
]   Z "  <
Dyno-Rod
e-bims
_  %& <
Elogbooks Facilities Management Ltd
Emaint EMEA Ltd
_  ! < X%&Y <
Environmental Innovations Ltd
_!"
Eurotech Ltd.
_   <
_   ?  > 
*::? X%&Y <
*  +    
FilesThruTheAir
*   %& <

M1195
S1485
L1270
N1100
Q1215
S1060
P1250h
R1595
T1290
Q1350
T1380
T1385
~`{|
L1360
M1300
R1440
P1175
R1510
S1105
`|`
S1400
U1408
P1330
Q1460
`{
P1190
R1385
N1050
N1390
>`|
R1450
P1050
N955
P1225
!`
S1350
!```|
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*+` <
Forbo Flooring UK Ltd
* " 
*!( X*+ !  Y < 
Fullcircle Total Facilities Management
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"
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" ! *      %&
Helistrat
Herschel Infrared
Hevasure Ltd
Hills Waste Solutions Ltd
i-Clean Systems Ltd
Ice Watch Ltd
IDE Systems
IDentilam

(  >   >  <
Jacksons Fencing
 [    >   <
?: " 
Jones FM
& X`Y <
KEE Services Ltd
&   !   <
&    X%&Y <
Keytracker Ltd
& " 

M946
R1560
N1150
R985
Q1275
M1330
R1178
L1050
L1150
Q1500
N1225
U1105
P960
Q1165
P1100
Q1005
T1490
Q1125
S1480
R1585
S1370
P1250d
P985
P944
S1150
Q1240
R930
M1230
M1100
R1240
M1120
N1180
T1285
~`
N944
L1090
M1250
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Elior UK Ltd

Kemper System
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 www.elior.co.uk
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 www.kemper-system.com

Metrel UK

Service Works Group
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Wi-Fi or internet access.

 www.metrel.co.uk

 www.swg.com
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Dale Power Solutions
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YOUR POWER IS IN SAFE HANDS.
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 www.dalepowersolutions.com

Papernet

Flowcrete UK Ltd
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Green Flooring Focus at Facilities Show
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 www.papernet.it

 www.flowcrete.co.uk
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CAFM Explorer

Remeha Commercial
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 #       @  ]  } >   ?  ?  :   
>  +   [ Z ! +      
[  ]        :     ^^  
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 www.cafmexplorer.com

Ward Security
:            
         
    #    
}              
and safety concerns are dealt with, and environmental matters taken care of.
}                   
all of our customers is essential.We show innovation in all service areas, and
                   }   
  #                     }  
        /
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 0845 872 1327  www.ward-security.co.uk

Leofric Building Systems Ltd
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Light Rabbit
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MBM Omega Ltd
Megger Ltd
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Mil-tek UK Ltd
Mitie
Mitsubishi Electric
MT Drains Ltd
Musketeer Services Ltd
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U1410
N1200
N1065
M1010
M1390
P940
R950
S1410
S980
Q1470
T1140
L1400
%`
Q1010
U1455
P1150
Q1515
P1074
N940
P1250b
U1390
>`
P1250c
M1200
U1405
Q1145
P1250e
S1110
S1160
L1080
%`{|
Q940
+`
U1060
S1360
R975
R1445
Q1250
T1485
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For the latest in heating
technology, don’t
miss the Facilities
! `  `   
London Excel. Visit
Remeha Commercial
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can be integrated with the Remeha condensing boiler range. Remeha will also
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Renowned for their quality and the
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energy and carbon savings from
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 0118 978 3434  www.remeha.co.uk  boilers@remeha.co.uk
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Rackline Limited
[ ] ~  < 
[ ?  ? < 
Red Radio Limited
Regent Skin Care
[   ? 
Rinnai UK Limited
Romax Solutions
[ ?  "  <
[  >$  <
Rotowash Ltd
[   ?  > 
Safelincs Ltd
!   "  < 
!  } " 
!*" {
!  "  +  <
Signs and Lines Limited
!   %& <
Smart Integrated Solutions Ltd
!  
Source Site Services
!    
! < !  < 
Stream Hygiene Ltd
! |   
!  _   +  > 
!  X%Y < 
Tabs FM Limited

Q944
M1400
T1375
S1200
S1020
L1070
R1455
M1155
M960
Q1130
N1160
L1355
R1175
S1100
M1260
+`
R1460
P1085
N1400
S1490
T1130
M1410
R1180
P1250i
>``
Q1205
S1005
M1310
U1265
P1075
~
P946
R1125
Q1400
U1385
M1150
Q1580
R1380
P1250g

Taskforce UK Ltd
Tastebuds Vending Ltd
TECcare
TEXAA
 Z   *   "   
The Business Services Association
 ]  ?  ? !  <
 " ?
 < >  
 >%[_ }  ? <
 ! >   <
Thorn Baker Ltd
TMI Lighting
'>  % < 
Trade Electricals Direct
 
 %&
   ><?
   %&
Truvox International Ltd
UK Electric Limited
Unisan
Urban Environments Ltd
Varidesk UK Ltd
Vectair Systems Limited
Veltia UK Ltd
Verisae Inc
Vetasi Limited
Viessmann Ltd
Vokes Air
} !   < 
WaterCoolersDirect and WaterBoilersDirect
Wickes
}   ! X@ Y <
Wurth UK Ltd
 [ 
  >  < 
 @   X%&Y <

L1300
R1390
Q950
M1180
P1250
L1100
S1420
Q1050
R1435
P1250f
T1135
N1360
M1325
P1200
P980
N1210
N1060
N1370
[
R935
N1000
N960
T1085
U1460
R1235
T1480
Q1124
P1250a
Q1550
S1210
~`
T1275
R1425
U1365
U1260
N1170
T1090
M950
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Soluclean Ltd

ESG

Reuse & Reduce
        
money and reduce your environmental
           
are solutions available, enabling you to
       
!   <                ^ 
              ^    
+           
              
got to be seen to be doing something about their waste and using greener
               
          !       
Horton says.
Z   ^              
              
         ^^
 ^    
  ^         #        

                 
synomous with more traditional chemicals. They also cut costs by eliminating
                        
  
   ^           
into direct contact with the concentrates, and because they dissolve in water
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 !                 
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  %  _!"             
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showcasing its Built Environment Services.

 www.soluclean.co.uk

 www.dimplex.co.uk
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TRUVELO UK
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 www.esg.co.uk

Dimplex
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healthcare and education buildings.
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P4 FASTELCare

        _!    G 
    $     @ '   /     
    >   @           
    
         
ensuring vehicle safety on site.
                 
^        ^           
   Z           ^`  
measurement and bicycle counting.
See TruSign, Falcon HR, VIA-Cam and much
   [ 

Reduce: Risk, Time & Cost with P4
As your authority in Fully Automatic Self-Testing Emergency Lighting
(FASTEL), >             
 
    Z   _      
    >               
             {|    '  
FASTEL?            
                  
               } 
 >     
     
emergency lighting needs.

 www.truvelouk.com

 01328 850555  www.p4fastel.co.uk  info@p4fastel.co.uk
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NBC Bird & Pest
Solutions Ltd
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%`{|

Facilities Management Journal
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work with customers, local communities and organisations to manage risk
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The leading magazine for the Facilities Management industry, we are
       `      #         
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eye out for information around the events we
will be hosting over the three days.

 0800 169 9646  www.nbcbirdandpest.co.uk

 01322 662289  www.fmj.co.uk  danny.grange@kpmmedia.co.uk
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INNOVATIVE RAINWATER MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS

IF YOU DIDN’T KNOW
WE WERE HERE TO HELP
YOU’D BE GUTTED.
UNIFOLD® from Ampteam. Another clever product designed to protect.
Ampteam have created a family of innovative products that combat the ever increasing deluge
of bad weather we have in the UK. A knowledge based organisation with over 100 years of
cumulative technical experience our products are manufactured from the highest quality materials,
add all this together and that makes Ampteams products the best on the market today.
UNIFOLD®, the superior gutter lining system manufactured from the highest quality materials
is guaranteed for 25 years, with a life span in excess of 50 years. Made from EPDM membrane it
is manufactured in 2.8 metre lengths that are easily handled so installation is both quick and easy.
UNIFOLD® is installed by a nationwide network of Approved Contractors.
If you’re concerned about the potential damage caused by poor guttering Ampteam will take that
worry away with extensive technical advice and expertise, and if required a site survey where our
aim is to make sure you are getting the right product doing the right job for a long time to come.
For free technical and friendly advice please call 01384 252777
More technical data and product animations can be found at www.gutterliners.com
Alternatively please email us at unifold@ampteam.co.uk

Weatherproof your business once and for all.



 



Apollo 600. The only PAT tester
to provide photographic proof
of visual inspection and
risk assessment.
PAT tester:
Full suite of electrical safety tests
Risk assessment:
For both electrical and universal risks
On-board camera:
Visual evidence to tag against records
Record any workplace test or inspection:
Including PPE, fire safety, access equipment etc.

Apollo 600 is part of the Apollo series.
Visit www.apollo-series.com
Call 0191 587 8741

l @SeawardPAT

See it in
action
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Sam Hockman

Dennis Markey

Guy Stallard

THE TEN FACES
OF FACILITIES

MANAGEMENT

Debra Ward
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Wayne Goldsmith

Alan Banbridge

Owen Gower
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The Facilities Management industry is full of inspiring
individuals whose professionalism, dedication and
strategic thought have had a considerable impact
on workplaces and organisations across the country.
RICS exclusively tells FMJ its thoughts on the best
talent in the industry
Deborah Rowland

Kath Fontana

T

he Royal Institution of Chartered
Surveyors (RICS) works with many of these
professionals on a regular basis through its
membership demonstrating the importance of
high-quality FM and its ability to bring about
 
   
within all sizes of organisation. To showcase
the FM industry’s successes and highlight those
individuals responsible for delivering them,
          !"#
Each of those featured has added notable
value to their organisation and helped to push
the boundaries within the FM sector. Collective
successes include campaigning for the living
wage to be a constant across the sector for all
       
   
      
      !"# 
FM has achieved many milestones thanks to these
individuals.

SAM HOCKMAN FRICS, DIRECTOR OF
OPERATIONS, SERCO
$0   4  ##
 3 %  % <*;0 
leadership programme – a year ahead of his
scheduled completion – to take up a post within
one of the business’ management teams. Since
      
and business services sector have continued at a
notable pace.
Now director of operations at international
    $ $0+    
heading up delivery for a number of businesses

Each of those featured has added notable value to
their organisation and helped to push the boundaries
within the FM sector. ”
KATH FONTANA FRICS, MD, BAM FM

Katy Dowding

  0)'89  !
%  :';$0<  9   
   )$'   
%  "  ; , 
fully committed to ensuring that FM becomes a
recognised and fully professionalised discipline.

Kath Fontana has 25 years’ experience delivering
Facilities and Asset Management solutions for
a wide range of blue chip organisations. Kath’s
     $ % 
& $  '  !$(  
 )%*    )%
Construct UK.
& #  + +   , 
great advocate of the power of FM to transform the
     !-/   
for managing the interface between construction
    
         
#      
in place right from the start of all the projects
0  !1   3
4     #  
)  '   6)'7  

       !"
 =       
   +    9<
hours and community services.
Sam is incredibly passionate about delivering
       
his teams and exceeding expectations in the
   # 3 !"   
        
of leading industry bodies – Sam is currently
#:';$  ' 
Business Continuity and an associate member of
' > 
Assessment.
He has even shared his wealth of knowledge with
     3 :';$
          
services as part of an organisation’s critical
        ##
MAY 2015
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outcomes.

WAYNE GOLDSMITH, SECTOR DIRECTOR
FOR TRANSPORT, INTERSERVE
?9       
    '    @@!
Over the past three years he has overseen a
major transformation of the company’s work
  #      
contracts and nearly doubling the division’s
    D@!
G'  0II 
       # 
works with a range of major transport clients
  *1  J# 3
: &*:>  !1 ?0
stewardship the division now supports
over three billion passenger journeys
   
         
         !"
     3@I 3
#3 & 3* : # 
and posts one million adverts in the UK’s
          
every London ambulance each morning for
the day’s work.
<  D  '  ?#
      '$$  $  
# #     8I
and a revenues of over £63 million.

DEBORAH ROWLAND FRICS, HEAD
OF PROPERTY ASSET MANAGEMENT,
MINISTRY OF JUSTICE
&   +    
 # 3     
# !G      
      
    3    !
She currently heads up property asset
   R 
where she is responsible for the entire
D !<   # 3
; -   
of a central FM strategy across all
government departments: to establish how
FM is procured and managed.
With the public sector currently facing
      
   &  0
 # 9 $/* 
69$*7     !"  # 3
she is playing a leading role in streamlining
and improving public sector construction
 !"   &  
at the forefront of new FM skills and
  9$*   )'
Level 2 being implemented in readiness for
 @V!
&  $   #
:';$    
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-+ 1   0D < D 
*  <   9 !
Her position as one of the most eminent
contributors to the FM sector was
   @8#  
9 < >+  # !

DEBRA WARD, MD,
MACE MACRO
Debra Ward is the managing director of
       !
As part of her role Debra is responsible
for ensuring that every aspect of the
          
and environmental activities are compliant
with the required legal standards. Not only
is she responsible for the company in the
1,  >  J 
% '   !
Debra prides herself on ensuring that all
the team members she oversees have the
very best support when it comes to their
professional development – helping them
to exceed personal and business targets.
One of Debra’s greatest achievements
was leading a client services start-up
  '"'>!G  # 
      
Debra helped it to generate £25 million in
   # # 3 
 Z   
 !'  0 
the company was voted among the
$" "   
# 3 @[!
As a champion for
# # 3  
Debra has taken an
active role in mentoring
 @#
     
executive coach to
better support her
!?0 
she is a former chair of
the Women in FM group
which has been set up to
    
and acts as a source of advice and
guidance. As testament to this Debra
#@8     
? ; ?%  
#      
    
businesswomen.

As a champion for
women in the workplace,
Debra has taken an active role
in mentoring over 20 women and
    
executive coach to better
support her mentees”

KATY DOWDING MRICS,
MD FM, SKANSKA
Katy has a wealth of experience in the
construction sector having worked at
$33     
#  I # "  
and Carillion. She is now managing

FMJ.CO.UK

director for Skanska’s facilities services
operation which requires her to oversee
\   
]      
  =     
local authority and commercial.
%  , 
a vital role in the successful delivery of a
           !
"    3  
£352 million refurbishment of the Ministry
& 0^   ? 
a project where carbon savings of over
   #   !%  
, "1<>
   #   
of commissioning and handover at Bart’s
and the Royal London Hospitals. She was
also part of the integrated sustainability
team for Derby Hospital which has achieved
savings of over £2 million so far.
Drawing on her knowledge and
+     ,   
contributor to Skanska’s overall business
strategy – a role she undertakes as one of
# $  
board.
%#     
Katy has also become a shining example to
other women looking to join a traditionally
male-dominated industry. Not only has
she become the second woman to have
   & $33
she also served as the chair of the National
Association of Women in Construction
6J%?';7     
eight years. One of her notable successes
in the role has been to increase the body’s
membership year-on-year.

GUY STALLARD,
HEAD OF FACILITIES, KPMG
9 +    
         
     +
  # 3!G^  ``
 # 3     ));
9 )1<%!G    
  9  
facilities management and has now settled
     ,<9
z        
      !"
 <   ? 3  $  
) ;  $
$    !'  9
his team support the business by providing
4+      
meets the needs of a professional services
  #    !
9      
     ,<9
has taken a very active role in promoting
Living Wage in the facilities management
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  !9    
*  ?;  #
being a regular contributor to the facilities
management trade press. He also chairs
)   9  >1 
Forum and the Equality and Human Rights
Commission working group on Responsible
<    ; $  !

ALAN BAINBRIDGE MRICS, DIRECTOR
OF FACILITIES MANAGEMENT, BBC
% @ 0+    
         
!G   4 
  <'    
and media has given him a breadth of
understanding across the market from
owner to occupier and across the supply
chain. Now portfolio director for the BBC
 *z   $ 
J  ' ?z%
delivery of transformational workplaces/
    $  ));!" 
      
#    
continued as normal during the huge
 ^ !
%  % 
passionate advocate of the role that
property can play in business when
      
using the best in British manufacturing
and fabrication to support this. Having
successfully procured the BBC’s services
       
 % # ?0
 ^     ;  
city centre. A key component of this is the
metamorphosis of an important city centre
area and its public impact.

OWEN GOWER, COMMERCIAL MANAGER,
VINCI FACILITIES
-#9#     
manager for strategic FM projects at
|'J;'   !G  + # 
company has transformed the way it views
its commercial models such as lifecycle
modelling.
-#0       
where he developed his talent for creative
 3   !'@`
/    $ # 3
   |'J;'   -#
    !
Owen was FM Commercial Lead on
) $ <   '   
6<'7 @      
     !"
ensure FM principles were embedded from
D  D  +
  # 3 
#    

educationalists to enhance FM delivery and
support the school’s desired outcomes.
-#  /#  
)  ;'  $  
6);'$7 :';$  
of capital expenditure decisions on the
long term wellbeing and running costs of a
company – important for strategic planning
and foresight. Owen’s talent was recognised
##:';$}$  
}  @8   !

DENNIS MARKEY FRICS,
CHIEF OPERATING OFFICER,
NHS PROPERTY SERVICES
Dennis has a wealth of experience in the
    # 3   
     $ 9   
four years where he was responsible for
 '"    
management business contracts across the
1,' >  !
& D JG$<   $  
R@[       !'
  &    0
facilities management services so that
 
NHS. He is dedicated to eliminating waste
and maximising productivity within the
organisation. So far he and his team have
   + ][  
every year as a result of reviewing historic
   #     
redesign process and creating a new
consistent management structure across
four regions.
'@[&      
 8JG$  
property and facilities with more than
[     
 !'  
      
designed to support the skills of new
 & # 3 
   !JG$
<   $  #   
 :';$        
for their contribution within the industry.

FIND OUT MORE ABOUT RICS
:';$ ^   
training programmes available to those in
        
^       
%  ^    
to FMs with vocational experience
(<#<   0
      # ")  
 9  !
      :';$
       
training available to FM professionals visit
http://www.rics.org/fmhub.
MAY 2015
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VEND OF
THE DAY

Vending machines have become ubiquitous with workplaces, universities, hospitals, just about
anywhere groups of people get together. But with the modern obsession with the green agenda,
       |} ~             
the latest demands form customers

F

acilities managers might complain
that theirs’ is an underappreciated
profession, with the other occupants of
a building just expecting their cleaning,
security, catering et al to be taken care
of by the magic fairies responsible for
such things. Do people in FM think the
same of vending?
32
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These days there seems to be a vending
   : 
    Q   
everyone is rushing to keep up with the
latest CAFM trends, who is keeping an eye
on the progress in the vending industry?
#$%0 0  
 

“Whatever you do, don’t fall into the
trap of blaming the vending machine if
you don’t like the food and drink choices
  ¨!& = : 
  =   
can’t possibly have missed the furore
  " 
got a growing obesity problem in the

FMJ.CO.UK

VENDING
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UK – pun intended – and what easier
target could you imagine than a vending
machine? There have actually been calls
to ban vending machines in hospitals
and schools, apparently because of their
  7  0
     "> 0  
demonisation!
! "    { "   
and interest groups realise that a vending
machine is just a shop in which you can
     
0   
       =: 
 : =  = = 
they are at selling chocolate bars and
]] 

GREEN AND HEALTH

Apparently smart
machines’ is where it’s at in
2015. Vending’s emphasis these
days is on interactivity with
consumers at point
of purchase.”

A vending machine these days is
 =    " 
      :{ :
${  |
  "    : ^^:
       &|{
even in the midst of the recession we
+     
     
  
#  :
 \{   
consumption and we’re building features
into our machines designed to conserve
     
they’re not needed, for instance overnight,
   = 
 " ~  
> 7    
       
choose between snacks, drinks in
tetra pack, fresh dishes, fruit and
  * :    
on your site demanding a greater
selection of fresh, healthy food
and drink, a modern vending
    ! "
not just a simple vending machine,
 "    
“These days, of course, retailers
are responsible for making purchasers
aware of a product’s ingredients and their
 $  
this information on screen, so you’ll
   
“There is an upsurge in demand for
healthier food and that means there’s an
upsurge in demand for healthier food ‘out
 "   
      
the food and snacks they crave and take
another look at vending – all the tools you
      

SMART
Apparently smart machines’ is where
 " ;[Z_" 
days is on interactivity with consumers at
   $  
gone beyond being simply ‘intuitive’, easy
and rewarding to use; today’s generation
has the capacity to deliver marketing
and promotional messages at point of

Leading the exploitation of the
capabilities of the modern vending
>Q 0 ' 
   !    
^  ^   "
-^^/Q  "  :Q 0"
has invested heavily in the potential of
vending machine screens as an advertising
>    
 " #$' 
experienced the power of this new channel
and have seen for themselves the impact
>"   
Q 0"${:% 
Q 0     
         
being made’, we saw the opportunity to
promote brands and services to customers
  
Amongst the brands ‘sold’ on the new
   0 0 
great success from its partnership with
Q 0"     $0 
{ *  0+ :
   Q 0"  = 
vending park contributed 60 per cent of
 $0 {  
= ;_    $0 
{  
These results show that vending is
MAY 2015
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AVEX 2015
THE UK’S LARGEST BI-ANNUAL VENDING CONFERENCE,
AVEX 2015 WILL ATTRACT OVER 3,000 DELEGATES
FROM ACROSS THE VENDING, WATER HORECA AND
FM SECTORS. RETURNING TO MANCHESTER CENTRAL
ON 30 JUNE – 1 JULY 2015, THE INDUSTRY’S MOST
ANTICIPATED EVENT WILL ALSO CELEBRATE 2000 YEARS
OF VENDING.

HIGHLIGHTS AT THIS YEARS’ SHOW INCLUDE:
CELEBRATING 2,000 YEARS OF VENDING!

      
“For their part, FMs need to reconsider
their expectations when it comes to
>^^  >" 
 +  >*     
  "  =  :
 = :  = =   
  :   ^  
the fact that modern machines are more
reliable and more environmentally friendly

“With the Taylor’s deal we are partnering
with a well loved brand people have
  #  : 
a transformative journey aimed at
      
 0 
!       0 
      
workplace then we will be able to keep
employees happy and therefore, keep them

_    ~     j
we drink grows there is a higher expectation
for quality.”
than ever before, more stylish and more
    = ¨
    :  
customers an automatic retailing experience
designed and delivered in a way that
appeals to the sophisticated consumers of
"
# * :      
  ${0
       
about vending machines, but more around
how companies in the industry were
planning and managing
   
* 

${0
UK’s recent takeover of
>    :
   0
Tea as well as the
development of the
#  0
“We are 100 per cent
dedicated to the
 0 
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 !  "      
    0   
     0

Lynn Little, ingredients lead professional
   {0 
‘on the go’ has become routine for most
    = 0 
due to increase by 27 per cent over the
  :    
         
“With two thirds of us drinking two or
     0 
       
from a vending machine, our ‘on the go’
lifestyles have certainly not quenched our
   
“As consumer’s knowledge about the
 0  
expectation for quality and so it’s fair to say
the latest generation of beverage vending
          
they need to deliver on taste and serve but
    =  
hot beverage at the convenience and cost of
      

Indulging in a spot of nostalgia, AVEX 2015 will look back
over the past 2,000 years and ahead to what the industry
can expect for the next two millennial, including the rise
of cashless payment systems and the Button Barista
movement that is taking on the might of the high street.

KRIS AKABUSI AS KEYNOTE SPEAKER
One of the sporting world’s most well-loved characters,
Kriss Akabusi, will be the keynote speaker at AVEX 2015!
Promising to deliver an enthusiastic and lively speech
for delegates, Kriss will share the secrets of his success
and reveal how he has kept himself motivated, driven
and enthusiastic throughout his career.

HEALTH AND WELLBEING ZONE
This year sees the launch of a pioneering health and
wellbeing zone aimed at promoting the healthier options
     
history, visitors to AVEX 2015 will have access to a
multitude of businesses that have developed innovative,
healthy solutions that meet the needs of an evolving
consumer marketplace.

BARISTA STREET
Barista Street is another brand new zone at AVEX 2015
  "     #  
Bean to Cup machines that are responsible for bringing
 $  % (  
to Cup machines has grown in recent years as more
industries want to bring a taste of the high street into
their premises.

THE VENDIES!
2015 will see the third year of the Vending Industry
Awards, known as the Vendies. Taking place at the Hilton
Manchester Deansgate on 1 July 2015, after the last
day of AVEX 2015, The Vendies celebrates outstanding
products and people in the vending industry.

Scottish Exhibition and
Conference Centre
Glasgow
United Kingdom

1–3
JUNE
2 0 15

PEOPLE
E
PERFOR
RMANCE
PARTNER
RSHIP

Stay ahead of the game

Join us at Manchester Central 30th June – 1st July
• Join 3,000 visitors at the
UK’s leading vending event
• World class exhibitors showcasing
the latest vending technologies
• Brand new Health and Wellbeing Zone
and Barista Street areas

Keynote
Speaker

Kriss
Akabusi

Reasons to attend the EFMC 2015
in Glasgow
y Over 550 FM executive decision-makers from all over
Europe and beyond
y 4 parallel conference tracks focused on business cases and
recent research
y Experts panels on Procurement in Public Sector,
Diversity and Talent Management in FM
y Study Tours to spectacular and innovative buildings in Glasgow
y Welcome Reception and Ceilidh at The Glasgow City Chambers
y Glamourous Gala dinner at the historical University of Glasgow
y 1st Annual Golf Tournament at Carrick Golf Club, Loch Lomond

Partners:

Local Host:

Organized by:

www.efmc-conference.com

For more information and to register for FREE tickets, visit

www.avexshow.co.uk or call 0844 571 8213

#AVEX2015
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PEST CONTROL

The subject of pest control is not one that FMs are often (ever) keen to talk about publically.
Having an infestation of rodents, insects or something else furtive and slimy is hardly the sort
of thing you boast about. That being the case FMJ looks at what you can do to prevent the
           

S

ince the birth of facilities management as an industry,
technology, innovation, improved training and a thousand
other things have revolutionised the sector. Cleaning, security,
  "                
in previous decades. Pest control is no exception.
Though far from the most glamorous part of FM it still sees its fair
share of invention and modernisation. New skills and equipment
as well as updated legislation are continually driving improvement,
  #$        
problems quickly, but preventing them to begin with.

LEGAL
Peter Trotman, managing director of Mitie’s pest control services
     = :     :
which he says is essential in successful pest control. In no small part
     
“Online systems are transforming pest control for the FM sector,
  =    :0:  
hygiene, and meeting and exceeding the standards expected
by safety auditors.
“Facilities managers are required by law to uphold the highest
hygiene standards and prevent pest contamination. Lack of due
diligence in this area can lead to enforcement action, so maintaining
            
practice – it’s vital.
              
in your defence in case of prosecution, which is why it’s important for
             
>      0  
render you unable to demonstrate due diligence. The problem with
=         :
        
management. If records of preventative measures, pest incidences
      0 = = :    
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ultimately be exposed to legal proceedings or, worse, experience an
audit failure.
“It has been demonstrated that an online system changes
  :  +           
 =     :   0 

TIME
But once you know that your backside is well and truly covered,
how do online systems actually help in getting rid of pest problems?
Trotman continues;
>    !>=    : 
reporting systems that monitor pest management activities, give
recommendations, measure compliance with legislation, and
importantly act as evidence of compliance to third party auditors.
Since these systems are online, they can be accessed and monitored
by management on PC or mobile devices, giving total control over
pest risk.
#   :$      : 0!>=
system which provides a dashboard showing the status of all
monitoring points, a history of pest activity and easy to download
reports and Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) for 24/7 monitoring of
pest control.
“Each time a pest control technician visits a client’s site, they
    :     
taken. The technicians can also add photos which are automatically
uploaded and locked within the report, supporting future actions.
“Online systems are also the best way to prepare for inspections
 = =     
supporting quality management documentation.
“Operating intelligently and seamlessly, such systems are able to
provide evidence, at a moment’s notice, of all incidences, actions
and preventative measures. Management can be reassured that they
are in control of pest management across all sites, and a simple alert
system means there are no surprises.
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>       
   "     
keeping. By using an online portal, facilities
managers can have direct online access to
their pest control technicians, with a ‘chat’
     
   ~  0 
needed.
 !>=
    
control include automatic sensors for rodent
traps, which send an alert with the precise
location to the main computer system.
This enables a rapid response and means
companies can keep a proactive track of pest
0     

PROACTIVE
^      
allowing Mitie to get on the front foot in the
war against pests.
“With the technology available today, pest
       
= '   
themselves from potential prosecution
  =    
management, and KPIs can be used to drive
continual improvement.
“The data management capability also
enables benchmarking across sites, so that
    
  $  
knowing the pest control status of each site
and can direct investment or training where
it is most needed.
“some years ago pest control was a mainly
reactive, we now have the ability to stay a
step ahead, maintaining the highest hygiene
standards and being far more protected from
enforcement action. Furthermore, IT systems
are constantly evolving, meaning that they
       = = 
A small investment saves your company
    0
*        :
 =     Q   
actual human FM do to limit the risk of an
infestation.?
Paul Bates, managing director of Cleankill,
gives us his advice.

MISTAKES
Bates points out though, that perhaps
through FMs underestimating what goes into
pest control, they can be the architects of
many of their own problems;
     +  
but, if you get it wrong, the consequences
can be very serious for the tenants in you
building which in turn could cause problems
 #$  #$  
choose their contractor based on price but
when things go wrong they quickly realise
that they made the wrong choice.
“Normal contracts for standard premises
MAY 2015
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will include a minimum of eight inspections
#  =0  
manufacturing pharmaceuticals will require
more frequent visits. The inspections should
include all common areas such as: plant
rooms; basements; riser cupboards; car
0 =   
areas where pests could harbour and
  
Pest control is generally a small
proportion of most overall facilities budgets,
but the impact of getting it wrong can be
widespread. News of a pest infestation in
your premises can spread in minutes, leaving
 :  
your establishment’s reputation in tatters.
Anxious to stretch budgets, many facilities
managers have fallen foul of what looks like
~      
they are constantly being ‘upsold’
additional services at the slightest sign of
a problem and their spend on pest control
begins to spiral.
Another key piece of advice from Bates
is that facilities managers shouldn’t allow
      "
order to save time and money as bundling
can lead to a range of problems.
*    +   
control include cleaning and landscaping.
>   
involved in these aspects of facilities actually
cause the pest infestations through poor
cleaning or leaving vegetation unmanaged.
I strongly advise against ‘bundling’. I know
many FMs who have tried it and have
reverted back to separate contracts. Initially
it may seem easier to have one contract for
all the services, but it rarely works well,
“No commercial, retail or industrial
property can ever be guaranteed pest free.
Modern building techniques like using stud
   :] 0: 7 
  : +    
creating the perfect harbourages for pests.
“A mouse can get in through a gap the
width of a pencil, cockroaches can be
    0:7
may be picked up on public transport,
pigeons will make the most of those
wonderfully designed architectural ledges
     =7 
 7
“So what should the FMs be doing to limit
0     

       &   
      
stopping rodents entering premises through
the drains.
Checking the external airbricks and weep
holes and putting specially designed covers
on them, if necessary, should be another
regular inspection. Bird spikes onto ledges,
   
and parapets, will stop pigeons messing on
steps and walkways. Netting on lightwells
prevents birds gaining access into sheltered
areas at the back of buildings. This is critical
as a host of problems can be caused when
pigeon numbers build up. They bring with
them other pest problems such as bird
 :77#   0 :
 =    0Q=
 :7 :
complements other bird control methods
extremely well.

FLY CONTROL
!  7=    0  :
catering areas, bin rooms and delivery
   7    
building. Glue board units are generally
preferred to ‘sparking’ units, as the glue
ensures that bacteria do not get inadvertently
      7
     > =  
     :
         
^   7
!^7  
windows as a matter of course. In the UK, it
is still only catering premises where screens
    # 
excellent way of maintaining a through air
7     

CLEANLINESS
Check when the bins are emptied. Leaving
cleaning up of food debris until the following
morning provides a perfect night time feast
for pests, at a time when they are most
active. Remains in a crisp packet are a
tasty meal for mice and apple cores in a bin
    7
*  +  0 

  $   
  #    0 
in sealed containers and simple hygiene rules
can restrict the build up of unwanted pests.

PROOF YOUR PREMISES
     
end all, but should be looked at as part of
the overall integrated pest control system.
\        
be a complete ‘NO ENTRY’ to mice. Bristle
stripping the bottom of doors, especially
external doors and riser cupboard doors,
should restrict movement and keep the
38
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WHEN PESTS GET IN
Regular pest control inspections should keep
a good control over the rodent situation.
Monitor stations should be strategically
    
line of defence. If rodents are appearing,
more stations should be installed and your
pest control company should increase the

frequency of their visits.
Flies and other insects can be treated using
  =    
  = =  !   
and pheromone monitors can be installed
discretely throughout buildings and regularly
checked to monitor insect activity.

WORK WITH THE CONTRACTOR
Communication is key, especially if you look
+        
should complete a detailed report at the end
of each inspection and make sure you receive
  +$     
luse digital reporting so the report is available
to within minutes of the service being
carried out.

TABOO
Andy Thompson, commercial director, NBC
Bird & Pest Solutions adds:
‘As a business and facilities or property
manager you won’t want to highlight the
need for pest control to your customers or
  !  
pest infestation – rodent, insect or bird –
    "     
business’s brand or reputation.
So how can you prevent the problem in the
  
      
management. Hygiene and sanitisation
      
considered as poor housekeeping and
hygiene practices will attract unwanted
visitation from pests. All businesses have
waste areas which should be regularly
cleaned and sanitised with waste stored
securely and removed from site regularly.
Waste and uncleared spillages inside and
outside will put your business at risk and the
   0      
‘Pest awareness training can be provided
       
identify the early signs of an infestation
and ensure solid housekeeping practices.
Our technician’s complete comprehensive
    :   
        
business. Employing a pest control company
does not guarantee pest free premises. We
work closely with our customers to ensure
they regularly check for signs of pest activity
and record or notify us, so our teams can act
+       
‘Maintenance of your premises will also
protect your business from nature’s pests.
Ensuring the fabric of you premises is in
good repair and potential entry points for
pest, proofed correctly will prevent potential
problems. Pest and birds have to get in
somewhere and are opportunists so even the
smallest opportunity for ingress will be seized
upon for shelter, nesting or feeding.

FOCUS
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HEALTH AND SAFETY

Health and Safety is of course a very serious subject, and not to
be made light of. Often. This month, in the interests of lightening
the mood, FMJ brings you the most ridiculous rules and stories
we could lay our hands on from the world of Health and Safety

A

nyone who reads the Daily Mail, or the Daily
Express, or has ever had a conversation with
another human being really, will have heard
someone rant against the oppressive regime ruling
   #     
 $ 
Of course the vast majority of health and safety
dictums, rules and regulations are eminently sensible
and necessary. However, as we all know, once in a
while one slips through the net and leaves the nation
scratching its collective head in bewilderment.
Imagine, if you can, that you were the FM in place
during any of the following incidents...

NOT ENOUGH “TRAY’NING”
!;[Z;>Q :_:  +
7        
hole told him he wasn’t allowed to carry a tray of
drinks from the bar to his table because he hadn’t
received the necessary training. Yes, you read that
correctly. Clearly carrying a tray of drinks across a
room requires a lot more specialist expertise than I had
always thought… and the potential hazards are clearly
unimagineable.
Speaking at the time Bannister said: “It’s was
embarrassing but also laughable to be
told I wasn’t to be trusted with a
tray! I have a responsible job
and don’t appreciate being
told I can’t handle a tray
without training. It
seems to me these
stupid decisions
cause harm to the
reputation of real
health and safety
which is about
saving lives of people
at work.”

LICENSE TO KNIT

her local charity shop to buy some knitting needles
and was told the shop did not sell them for health and
  ^+ :" _  
armed with knitting utensils the real terror threat…
and there was no way she would ever be able to walk
into her nearest DIY store and buy anything more
dangerous than a knitting needle.

STICKY SITUATION
Imagine you are standing in your kitchen. Okay so far?
Now imagine you are making a piece of toast, I would
think you are familiar with the procedure. You take the
bread from the bread bin, put it in the toaster, use the
wait to get a plate from the cupboard, your butter and
perhaps a little jam from the fridge. The bread pops up
¨     :
that can’t be right…
Unless of course you are John Bull. 66 from
Cambridge who found that a local public hall had
banned knives from its kitchen on health and safety
grounds. Needless to say this caused a few issues.
Bull commented: “I knew straight away it was a
0  + 
made in the name of health and safety I think more
people should question these ridiculous decisions
rather than just accepting them.

SUCK IT AND SEE
Like most people Sandra
Scott, 46, from Kingston
0 
boiled sweet when
7   
pressure in her ears
 0 * 
she was unimpressed
on one airline when
she requested a sweet
from a member of the
cabin crew only to be
told that boiled sweets
were no longer provided
on the grounds of health and
safety because children could
choke on them.
Of course at 46 Sandra wouldn’t qualify as a child
even if she had the lifespan of a giant turtle. But this
"  0
Company director, Sandra said: “I couldn’t believe
what I was hearing when the cabin crew refused me
a sweet. I thought the air pressure was playing tricks
with my ears.

Clearly carrying a
tray of drinks across a
room requires a lot more
specialist expertise than I
had always thought”

As Michael Moore fans will
know in America you can get a
gun handed to you as a thank you
for opening a bank account. The people
Q  + 
think about our trans-Atlantic cousins attachment to
 ^+ :     0
that our streets are safe to walk. But perhaps we have
gone too far in the other direction, as Maggie Croall
    ¨
>_  +   
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BATTER THAN NOTHING
 :  0 :
might be assumed to know a bit about
health and safety. He might also be
assumed to know a lot about the water. So
he was rightly amazed when he popped
  {
0     
compliment his meal, only to be told
that it was forbidden on health and
safety grounds.
>;¦ :    
Bay, commented “I’ve been served batter
scraps from chip shops in the North all my
life, but in Dagenham, despite the server
sieving out fresh scraps from the same fryer
   :   "  
me them because of ‘health and safety
reasons’, which is obviously ridiculous!”

HSE
All these stories were heard by the Health
and Safety Executive (HSE), who set up
a Myth Busters Challenge Panel in 2012
to challenge a stream of silly decisions
wrongly blamed on health and safety.
HSE kindly allowed us to publish a
selection here.
Judith Hackitt, Chair of HSE and the Myth
Busters panel, said:
“It’s really important that we are all ready
to challenge stupid decisions made in the
name of health and safety, and that we as
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to do so.
“Not only do the jobsworths who make
these ridiculous edicts waste time and
money, and interfere needlessly with
harmless activities, they also undermine
       
made ill, injured or killed by their work.
“There’s a lot myths about what health
and safety requires, and a good deal
of confusion. Getting the focus back
on managing real risks in a sensible
     +  
all enjoy.”
HSE released further information in
January of this year, demonstrating how
health and safety is still being blamed for
all sorts of bizarre decisions, including a
£30 delivery charge levied on a discounted
item bought in the sales, a swimmer being
7    
because of fears around bacteria and, my
personal favourite, a man who bought a
pair of headphones, found that they
didn’t work and was told that the shop
could not refund him as, by opening the
packaging, he had violated their health and
safety policy.
{    0 
minister Mark Harper gave his verdict on
   "  
“The Health and Safety Executive has
done fantastic work over the past 40 years
to keep working people safe.

“Elf n safety’ myths get in the way of
what the law is for – saving lives, not
stopping people living them.
“No employer or worker should hide
behind the health and safety excuses, if
they act in a sensible way. If you hear of a
bogus health and safety myth, report it to
our panel.”

ELECTION
But, with the general election looming,
possibly even over by the time you
read this, is anything set to change
regarding health and safety legislation or
management?
Obviously health and safety is not the
main focus of the election, or even in the
top hundred. It is however a frequently
mentioned topic in conversation and
news reports, so presumably worthy of
some mention.
     :  "
take a look. In actual fact none of the
major parties really mention health and
  :  
to the concept.
The Lib Dems promise to ‘remove
   "
presumably includes the health and safety
red tape they have consistently voted to do
away with whilst in the co-alition.
Similarly the Tories promise to cut a
further £10 billion of red tape over the
next Parliament, judging by their record
     0  
existing health and safety restrictions.
Ed Miliband and the Labour party are a
lot more interested in health and safety
promises in their manifesto. They have
in fact published a separate workplace
manifesto, they claim “Labour will also
work to support health and safety,
reducing the toll of workplace injuries,
fatalities and occupational ill-health,
including for the self-employed, and
   
workplace temperatures.”
Though they do not promise any
additional funds to the health and safety
sector, they do seem to place a higher
priority on it.
The Green Party do not mention health
  :    
issues. They promise to phase in a 35 hour
working week, investigate tribunal fees
and blacklisting practices.
They are also the party probably most
interested in safety in general, focusing on
  
UKIP’s only direct interest in health and
safety is their promise to adopt EU laws
on employment if Britain were to leave
the EU. However they would wish to adapt
them to the ‘British ethos.’
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YOU CAN RELY ON

The Ultimate
Coating for Asset
Resilience
DETACHABLE
CABLE

INTRODUCING THE NEW

SEBO EVOLUTION
Made in Germany.
Built to last.
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Powerful performance
Easy maintenance
High filtration
Easy to use
Quiet

01494 465533 
www.sebo.co.uk

0800 592 827
www.adlerandallan.co.uk

TO ADVERTISE IN MONTH IN FM PLEASE CONTACT
DANNY.GRANGE@KPMMEDIA.CO.UK OR CALL 01322 476811
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NEW MODULES LAUNCHED FOR ASSET
MANAGEMENT TOOL

CROMWELL’S ‘EaZee’ ANSWER TO WASTE

Asset Insight Manager has launched three new modules: reporting,
maintenance and tool store; and enhanced the alarm detection module.
The Reporting module allows users to generate bespoke management
                
asset performance, lifecycle, engineer productivity and stores stock reports.
The Maintenance module provides planned preventative maintenance
schedules, work
orders, resources,
risk assessments,
absences, trades,
and more than
400 regime
templates
covering a very
wide range of
asset types.
The Tool
Store module
   
and consumables management and test equipment management; while
the enhanced alarm module provides new generation alarm detection using
regression analysis.
“More organisations should have real insight into the true extent of their
             
improve service levels, and ensure compliance,” says Steve Edgson, director of
Asset Handling.

Cromwell Polythene has added a handy dispenser pack to its Professional
range of refuse sacks for the away from home cleaning and janitorial market.
Named ‘EaZee’, the cardboard carton has a perforated lid, which minimises
wastage and allows easier and quicker dispensing of individual sacks.
Containing 200 of
Cromwell’s own ensa
brand sacks, tested
to EN standards
and developed in
response to customer
demand for a product
that guarantees
performance across
a range of design
weights, the dispenser
pack also provides a
neat and convenient
storage solution.
The 90-litre, black
                    
domestic use.
'    >     
      
              ?@!:
range, accredited by the Cleaning and Hygiene Suppliers Association, and
our own ensa range, tested to EN standards,” says James Lee, Cromwell
Polythene’s managing director.
The dispenser pack launch coincides with the introduction of Cromwell’s
new trade catalogue.

 www.assethandling.com

 cromwellpolythene.co.uk

 info@cromwellpolythene.co.uk

 01977 686868

ADVANCE FM AWARDED A 5 YEAR HVAC CONTRACT
WITH SOUTH EAST WATER

PORTAKABIN HIRE DELIVERS MORE THAN
300 DISASTER RECOVERY PROJECTS

TMP part of the Advance Group has
 =   
to deliver heating, ventilation, air
conditioning and associated services
   *  \  "   
buildings covering Kent, Sussex, Surrey,
Q0
Under the terms of the deal
which commenced on 1 April,
TMP, a mechanical and electrical
company based in Kent, will carry
out planned maintenance works
    
The company’s account manager
will provide support and foothold
throughout the contract providing; review meetings, quotations, reporting,
       
{ * :*  \  "   :
*  \   0   0 >$   
 >        >$   
professional approach for the delivery of the contracted services together
with proposals for new ideas that we will be implementing over the duration
    
In addition to mechanical and electrical services, TMP also provides air
conditioning, ventilation, heating, plumbing and gas for domestic service
   :      

Portakabin Hire, the UK’s leading supplier of interim building solutions,
has delivered 345 disaster recovery projects to date, helping organisations
    ~0   + 
 7 :    
“It is really
important that
all organisations
regardless of
size, can be fully
operational as
fast as possible to
minimise the impact
of a major incident”,
said Robert Snook,
director and
general manager of
  0
“Our local hire
teams around the country have a wealth of knowledge in disaster recovery
and work closely with a number of major insurers to help ensure disruption
0     7      0
across the UK which allows us to supply emergency accommodation within
 *          
Portakabin has the largest hire centre network in the UK and so is ideally
placed to provide advice and emergency accommodation to businesses,
        

 www.advancefm.net

 www.portanews.co.uk

 0808 1789023
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 www.tmp-ltd.co.uk

 0845 401 0010

 information@portakabin.co.uk
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Not sure which cleaning
contractor can deliver
what you really need?
We can help you.
Only i-Clean has independently measured the performance
of over 200 providers across 5000+ commercial sites and


   
 

need. Even mid-contract we can improve your provider’s
performance by an average of 27.5%.

Call us now on 01684 580 680 or visit www.i-clean.info

Clients include:

The electrical inspection
and testing specialists
•
•
•
•

Fixed Wire Electrical Test and Inspections
Portable Appliance Testing
Load Monitoring/Recording
Thermographic Surveys

As a leading key service provider we operate throughout the UK and
Channel Islands providing a very competitive “best value” service
which has become very well recognised throughout the Facilities
Management market
Please contact us for immediate attention
Email: qcltd@quantectest.co.uk
Phone: (01634) 865750
Fax:

(01634) 861195

www.quantectest.co.uk

TO ADVERTISE IN MONTH IN FM PLEASE CONTACT
DANNY.GRANGE@KPMMEDIA.CO.UK OR CALL 01322 476811
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WELLCOME TRUST CONDAIR HP HUMIDIFIER

LEADING HVAC SUPPLIER ANNOUNCES UK REBRAND

Condair, formerly JS Humidifiers, has recently supplied and installed
three Condair HP high pressure spray humidification systems at Wellcome
Trust’s headquarters in London’s Euston Road. The humidifiers are
maintaining the humidity in the building’s atrium for the health, comfort
and well-being of staff and visitors.
Wellcome Trust is one of the world’s largest independent charitable
trusts, providing
funding of
around £700m
annually
to support
research into
improvements
in human and
animal health,
and the medical
humanities.
The Gibbs
Building is the
organisation’s
impressive HQ, opened by Her Majesty the Queen in 2004.
Located in three AHUs in the basement and ninth floor of the building,
the new Condair HP humidifiers provide low energy, hygienic humidity
by introducing finely atomised sprays of RO water directly into the
airstream. These rapidly evaporate to moisten the air and give the desired
50 per cent RH in the atrium. In doing so, staff and visitors to the Gibbs
Building experience an environment that is ideal for human comfort,
which is in keeping with Wellcome Trust’s own aims.

Market leader in energy
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 www.condair.co.uk

 www.daikinapplied.uk

 01903 850200

 uk.info@condair.com

 mick.humphrey@daikinapplied.uk

AVIRE MERGES WITH JANUS TO
BOLSTER INDUSTRY EXPERTISE

CISTERMISER TO EXHIBIT AT
FACILITIES SHOW 2015

Global elevator safety and communication specialist Avire has merged with
sister company Janus Elevator Products.
^+  ;_     ^0 :
Janus now sports a distinctive new logo and image and will continue to
   :'{    
Avire managing director Ian Steel commented: “I am pleased to
welcome Janus into the Avire family. Janus brings a tremendous amount of
 *=           
in Avire’s quest to become the global “go-to” supplier for elevator light
 :    

 www.avire-global.com
 pr@avire-global.com
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 www.cistermiser.co.uk
 sales@cistermiser.co.uk

 0118 969 1611
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Entries are now open for the 2015 BIFM Awards.
It’s time to inspire your peers with examples of
progressive facilities management in action:
B E PA R T O F T H E 2 0 1 5 B I F M A W A R D S

SPONSORS

FM Team of the Year

Societal Impact

Learning and Career
Development

Brand Impact

Innovation in
Technology and
Systems

Impact on the
Workplace

New Product or
Service of the Year

Rising Talent in
Facilities
Management
Facilities Manager
of the Year

Impact on Customer
Experience
Impact on
Sustainability

Lifetime
Achievement Award

www.bifmawards.org

FM Forum
...effective every time

In this ever changing environment, all companies need to
source sustainable FM services, products and solution
providers that offer the best value for money. At the Forum,
you can find them quickly and efficiently.
Through a series pre-arranged face-to-face meetings, we
provide the ultimate platform to create new business
relationships between FM professionals and industry
product and service providers.

29th-30th June 2015
Whittlebury Hall Hotel & Spa, Northamptonshire
Media & Industry Partners

FACILITIES MANAGEMENT JOURNAL

awards@bifm.org.uk

To attend or for further information
contact Mick Bush on
01992 374100, email fm@forumevents.co.uk
or visit forumevents.co.uk

@FMForum

TO ADVERTISE IN MONTH IN FM PLEASE CONTACT
DANNY.GRANGE@KPMMEDIA.CO.UK OR CALL 01322 476811
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WIELAND’S METALYNX2 PROVIDES THE
POWER AT CANADA HOUSE

WOOD ENERGY BOILER IS ‘SHORE’ THING
FOR SEAWEED PLANT

Wieland Electric’s
popular structured wiring
system Metalynx2 was
the preferred choice
to connect power and
lighting at the newly
refurbished Canadian
High Commission
building in London. The
refurbishment, which
included a complete
new lighting system, has
been incorporated during
the amalgamation of two existing buildings occupied by The Canadian High
Commission, namely Canada House located in Trafalgar Square and 2-4
Cockspur Street which is situated to the rear of the main building.
All new power and lighting systems were installed by mechanical, electrical
           Z     }    
cabling system Metalynx2. The pluggable functionality of Metalynx2 allowed
Z  /        ^   ^     
is manufactured at Wieland’s factory so that on-site installation time simply
          
 +  /{            \     
                
time by up to 70 per cent. Metalynx2 is also future proof, allowing changes and
     #  

Biomass heating pioneer Wood Energy has extended its reach to the furthest
shores of the UK, with
the installation of a
999kW Binder wood
chip boiler, at a unique
Outer Hebridean
production plant.
Hitched to a drying
mill at the Uist Asco
production facility on
North Uist Island, the
fully automatic boiler
uses timber from
the company’s own
renewable supply to
 &  } X:    Y        
                \   
agricultural sector.
It is estimated that around six million tonnes of wood is wasted by being
     %&            
         `|   Z       
robust Binder unit - which has a low ash residue and the capability to burn fuel
         ||    :    
   
                

     } _            
and log boiler systems.

 www.wieland.co.uk

 www.woodenergy.com

 01483 531213

 marketing@woodenergy.com

ODOURLESS KEMPEROL LIQUID WATERPROOFING
AND ROOFING AT THE FACILITIES SHOW

TORK SURVEY EXAMINES HOW OFFICE
WORKERS INTERACT WITH CLEANERS
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 www.kempersystem.co.uk

 www.tork.co.uk

 enquiries@kempersystem.co.uk

 charlotte.branwhite@sca.com
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 0845 070 7338

 01582 677400
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ENTER THE DRAGON – PIERS LINNEY
PRESENTS AT SAVILLE TECHNOLOGY EVENT

SPEED MEASUREMENT AND
IMAGE CAPTURE OPTIONS

Saville Audio Visual is to host a series of free to attend Technology Open
Days, beginning at One Great George Street in central London on Tuesday
19th May at 10am.
‘AV Connect – Smarter
Working in a Connected World’
will demonstrate solutions for
interactive collaboration, digital
signage, projection and display,
pro audio and maintenance
services.
The events will also
feature a programme of free
expert seminars running
throughout the day, designed
to help users understand the
   
          ' "
Piers Linney, Co-CEO of Outsourcery and former investor on the BBC2
programme Dragons’ Den will be presenting live at the Central London
event.
Piers will be sharing his unique insight into the development of
       
communications arena.
Saville is to stage further AV Connect open days in Leeds (9 June) with
dates soon to be announced for events in the North West, Scotland and the
Midlands. To register, visit www.saville-av.com/avconnect.

Truvelo UK are a major supplier
   
cameras for Police speed law
enforcement purposes. However
they now have a wide range of lower
cost speed measuring equipment to
cover the requirements of industry,
Community Speedwatch and Local
Authority clients.
Products include TruSign
vehicle activated signs (VAS),
hand-held laser and radar speed
guns, radar based bicycle counters
and a radar spot speed camera
with optional ANPR.
The radar based VAS are
lightweight, low-power
consumption and available with
amber or three-colour LED output. TruSign can be mains, battery or solar
powered and can store 200,000 speed measurements. Fixed, portable, and
movable mounting options are available.
Several models of speed gun are available including very low speed
options for warehouse or marine applications.
For clients needing to acquire an image of a speeding vehicle then the
2 lane capable VIA-Cam is available with single direction or Simultaneous
Bi-Direction capability.

 www.saville-av.com/

 www.truvelouk.com

 0370 606 1100

 calvin@truvelouk.com

BENDERS PAPER CUPS SECURES
SUPPLY TO AIMIA FOODS

NEW ‘MERGING DESKS’ REPORT BY TOPDESK

Benders Paper Cups has recently won the supply of paper hot cups to
Aimia Foods.
Z    
             ^^
   
            :  
‘Pour Moi’ branded cup.
                   
relaxing moment of comfort in an otherwise busy environment.
The company decided to take a new approach and run a competition in
partnership with Wigan & Leigh College, enlisting the creativity of developing
design students.
The chosen design has been created by graphic design student Dean Mather.
Dean’s ‘everywhere is beautiful’ imagery is developed over three linked designs,
              $    
city, over the weekend and in the country. Benders Paper Cups will be supplying
all three of the designs
in ‘mixed sleeves,’ in a
limited edition run.
The single wall cups,
from Benders’ industry
leading vending range,
will be used in Pour Moi
vending machines, while
the company’s Pour Moi
Express POD systems will
use Benders’ insulated on
the go cups.

According to the ‘Merging Desks’ report published by the Service Desk
Institute in partnership with TOPdesk, over 90% of organisations surveyed
have more than one service desk and 55% of service desks are already
planning for Shared Service Management; 44% of service desks plan to
share services in the next three years.
Respondents recognised that improving the quality of services,
          
shared service model.
Moreover, the report
      
obstacles to bringing services
 }  :
    
working.
TOPdesk seamlessly
integrates multiple support
processes in a single system: IT,
FM, HR; simplifying collaboration
among departments. It allows
setting up a single point of
contact and delivering Shared
Service Management.
You can visit TOPdesk at the
Facilities Show, on the 16th -18th
of June, at stand P1200.
Download the report from:
http://pages.topdesk.com/SDIReport_Download-Page.html

 www.benders.co.uk

 www.topdesk.co.uk
 020 7803 4200
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 020 8847 4400

 head.office@saville-av.com
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FAILING TO PREPARE FOR WINTER IS A
COSTLY BUSINESS

CARBON ZERO CROWN TORRES

“The ability to manage severe weather events is key to future economic
competitiveness, and businesses that fail to anticipate climate change, and
the increasing unpredictability of UK weather, are putting themselves at risk,”
   "[((    ~ !^Z   
end of season
conference.
A survey from
Bank of Scotland
suggested severe
winter weather
contributed to
a fall in private
sector business
activity. The chief
economist at Bank
of Scotland said:
   
 {`|   
the recovery in the
!       ^   $           
       
The prolonged winter weather, with snow, frost and below average
        ~    :       
businesses without a planned winter maintenance programme. “An ad hoc
       #        
   !^Z

Carbon Zero
Consulting is
delighted to
announce that as
sponsor of The
Renewable Energy
(  
Award it has
crowned Bodegas
Torres as winner
of this newly
created category
of The Drinks
Business Green
: {`|
Carbon Zero
Consulting were seeking submissions from drinks companies who could
demonstrate a strong reduction in carbon emissions and use of fossil fuels and
show adoption of renewable technologies to provide alternative sources of
heat, power and cooling.
John Findlay, managing director of Carbon Zero Consulting an independent
and specialist renewable energy and water management consultancy says,
“The level of entries was high and it was pleasing to note that implementation
of alternative sources of heat, cooling and power are being adopted by some
companies in the drinks sector. We felt that Bodegas Torres is a worthy winner
due to the fact that they had not only witnessed a change in climate, but acted
upon it in a very rounded way to install renewable heating and power systems
across the business internationally.”

 www.gritit.com

 www.carbonzeroco.com

 0800 043 2911

 johnfindlay@carbonzeroco.com

LIVING WAGE RECOGNITION

STEP INTO SPRING WITH
WORKWEAR ESSENTIALS

?  ?   !  !          ! 
Provider organisations in Essex to become a Recognised Service Provider to
work with the Living Wage. The Living Wage is an hourly rate set independently
and updated annually, based on the cost of living in the UK. The Living Wage
                 |    
of poverty.

 0844 855 0115

:                   <
}    <                 
  < }     #          
        /  {|    
                 
retention within their organisation. Seventy per cent of employers felt that
the Living Wage had increased consumer awareness of their organisation’s
commitment to be an ethical employer.
[ +     < } *       
< }          (      
  ?     
         
an accredited Living Wage Employer, or to work together with the Living Wage
Foundation, please visit www.livingwage.org.uk

Workwear Essentials are one of the
UK’s leading suppliers of uniform,
workwear and corporate wear. With
38 years of experience within the
textile industry, we operate from
our embroidery and printing factory
and warehouse headquarters in
Hertfordshire.
    
coloured printed transfers and
vinyl transfers which are ideal for
small runs as set up charges are
drastically reduced and ideal for use
on products using materials like
polyester or nylon.
Our customer list includes
virtually all sectors of industry
and commerce, and because our
operation is completely ‘In House’
lead times are kept to a minimum. For companies with sites nationally, we
are able to hold embroidered/printed stock for next day delivery if required.
Here at Workwear Essentials we provide some of the top industry
brands including Portwest, Regatta, Brook Taverner, Dickies, Skopes
and many more.
For commissioned orders, we have a worldwide network of proven
manufacturers able to deliver the highest standards of quality.

 www.cynergi-services.co.uk

 www.workwearessentials.com

 clarejeffers@cynergi-services.co.uk

 01279 718841

 01582 462120
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SPONSORSHIP RECOGNISES COMMITMENT
TO DESIGN IN MENTAL HEALTH
Knightsbridge Furniture has accepted an invitation to be the main sponsor
of the Design in Mental Health (DiMH) conference and exhibition in May,
recognising the company’s commitment to the importance of furniture design
within challenging environments.
(           /        
residential homes,
prisons and other
facilities accommodating
people with mental
health issues,
Knightsbridge Furniture
has recently extended its
specialist ‘Challenging
Environments’ collection.
Comprising a portfolio
of seating, tables and
cabinets which are
intrinsically safe and robust, and yet which are also stylish and practical, the
               
residents over the last decade, and examples of the latest additions to the
   
  ! `   ]+@ /
The Knightsbridge Challenging Environments collection is manufactured at
the company’s plant in West Yorkshire: Knightsbridge Furniture is an Approved
!      ~@!
Copies of Knightsbridge Furniture’s new Challenging Environments
catalogue will be available at the DiMH show.
 www.knightsbridge-furniture.co.uk

 01274 731900

‘DISPENSE WITH THE MESS’ REVOLUTIONARY
NEW ESACK SYSTEM PROVIDES FACILITIES
MANAGERS WITH EFFICIENT DISPENSING
Polaris Plastics has revolutionised the dispensing of refuse sacks with the
    ! [            
                 
           
be a thing of the past.
Available as either a wall mounted
/        
integrated dispenser, the eSack range
makes it possible to ‘dispense with the
mess’. The CHSA accredited sacks are
^
      
they are hygienic. The large capacity
       
dispenser.
As well as being a hygienic and
     !  
environmental credentials. The
    `   
polythene and the packaging and
portable dispensing systems from
`    
eSack is available in a range of
weights and colours, ensuring there is
an option to suit multiple applications.
 www.polarisplastics.co.uk

 enquiries@knightsbridge-furniture.co.uk

GRAFTON GROUP ADOPTS
QUICKLIGHT’S PROACTIVE LIGHTING
MAINTENANCE SERVICE
*        " "        
lighting maintenance service from Quicklight that will improve the lighting
#         %&            
including brands such as Buildbase, Plumbase and Selco Builders Warehouse,
        ^^        
 +        "  *    `{
months, we’ve been looking to centralise some of our FM services to bring
more control and consistency across our brands. Branch managers need a
good quality and reliable maintenance service so they don’t have to waste
time by sorting
out lighting issues
themselves.”
“Last year we
trialled Quicklight’s
service across three
of our brands. At
the end of the trial
period we surveyed
the branch managers
and the feedback we
received was positive
       
 #          
      
Quicklight’s service to the majority of our UK stores.”
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BEAM SMOKE DETECTORS KEEPING DETROIT
LIONS NFL PLAYERS SAFE
              ]  < ~<*   
  **_              
 | #      ^ \    
         ]  <  ¡{  
headquarters and training facility in Dearborn, Michigan.
!    **_ *              
      ^^             * 
{          ]    {`
Designed for large
interiors with high
ceilings, FFE’s optical
beam detectors
enable extensive
coverage at minimal
cost and are ideal for
applications where
the line of sight for
 ([   
path is narrow and
where the building
structure uses
  
 
 *  
                  ^   
          
   <_]    
visual feedback.

 www.quicklight.co.uk

 www.ffeuk.com

 quicklight@resonates.com

 sales@ffeuk.com
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 +44 (0)1462 444 740

It’s no good burying your
head in the sand...

...You need BAFE
When you specify ﬁre alarms, portable extinguishers or emergency
lighting you need to be sure that they meet the latest standards,
using approved equipment and that your contractor is competent.
There are now over 1200 BAFE registered contractors from all parts of the UK
who are certiﬁcated so that they meet your requirements.
These key third party certiﬁcation schemes are backed by UKAS accredited
Certiﬁcation Bodies thus ensuring you get the products and systems your ﬁre risk
assessment requires.

BAFE.... Independent – National – Quality!
Fire Service College, London Road, Moreton-in-Marsh, Gloucestershire GL56 0RH

Tel: 0844 3350897 • Fax: 01608 653359 • Email: info@bafe.org.uk

www.bafe.org.uk
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SAFER DRIVING IN THE WORKPLACE
With an estimated 5000+ accidents every year involving transport on large
industrial and workplace sites, the HSE has recommended the introduction
of suitable speed limits to limit the possibility and severity of accidents.
 ^                 
promote good driving.
For the general public, speed is also an important issue for educational
facilities, retail parks, car parks and other similar areas.
(         
types of premises, or anywhere else
that vehicles are moving around, you
have a legal duty to ensure the health
and safety of not only your employees
but to also protect the public in
facilities open for general access.
Activated by an internally-mounted
radar, vehicle activated (VAS) signs
provide a dynamic way to remind
motorists of the need for extra caution.
Available in a range of sizes and
shapes, Messagemaker VAS signs
are more impactful than static signs.
Maximum speed warnings or
symbols can be combined with
personalised messages.
  ^   
functionality allows speed limits to

     #   
   / 
 www.messagemaker.co.uk/electronic-speed-signs  0800 170 7780
 www.hse.gov.uk/workplacetransport/factsheets/speed.htm

OCS WINS COST SECTOR CATERING
AWARDS CONTRACT CATERING
MULTI SITE MANAGER 2015

TO ADVERTISE IN MONTH IN FM PLEASE CONTACT
DANNY.GRANGE@KPMMEDIA.CO.UK OR CALL 01322 476811

ANDREWS HEAT FOR HIRE ASSISTS IN
KEEPING £17M OF RARE PLANT SPECIES ALIVE
FOLLOWING GAS LEAK
Leading hire company,
Andrews Heat for Hire, was
recently appointed by a
leading botanic garden
establishment, following a
gas leak which had potentially
devastating implications for a
very large collection of living
     
The withdrawn gas supply
was vital in maintaining the
tropical conditions found in
      
           / 
¡`            #        
Andrews Heat for Hire dispatched a specialist who attended the premises
       #           
   `{ (]|        
The Andrews Heat For Hire heaters arrived by 9pm and were installed in
    
 :   /         
                
A spokesperson for the client commented: “The guys on site were
exceptional and did everything we needed and asked. Their response time
   #              
more professional.”
 www.andrews-sykes.com/

LOCKING GOOD WITH ARRONE

Chris Ashmore, regional accounts
director South East for international
total facilities management provider
OCS, recently won the top accolade
of Contract Catering Multi-site
Manager at the Cost Sector Catering
Awards 2015.
Editor of Cost Sector Catering
David Foad said: “These annual
awards provide a valuable
opportunity to celebrate the work
of the tens of thousands of people
working in the UK foodservice sector
– particularly those at the sharp end
with vital customer-facing roles.”
Ashmore commented: “I believe
that a strong customer focus and
     
with clients is critical to success. No matter what the size or scale of the
contract, my team treats all clients with the same high importance and
respect, delivering timely support, pro-active solutions, and a personal service.
!             $   #  
                  
#     
           \\

HOPPE’s range of ARRONE mechanical
    0   
quality, security and value typical of the
ARRONE brand, matched with simplicity
of installation and convenience of use.
The existing ARRONE range has now been
joined by the AR500 range, heavy duty
series which features a full-size return-todoor lever handle.
The AR500series is the perfect solution
for applications where moderate security
~   = :
schools, warehouses, hospitals, care
homes, nurseries, hotels, and leisure
facilities for example.
A fully reversible return-to-door handle
makes the ARRONE digital lock range a doddle to operate with push button
codes of up to 7 digits (although a code-free option is also available). Inside
the door, the lock is operated either by a pad lever or hexagonal turn knob.
There are 8000 code combinations, typically with a single user code of four
to seven digits.
The AR500 range of digital locks is suitable for timber or metal doors from
 __ 0}   |      0
 >       
Q*\Z¥< Z  [¥[   \  
supplies versions of its ARRONE digital locks that are compatible with its
range of panic and emergency exit hardware.

 www.ocs.co.uk

 www.hoppe.co.uk
 Jessica.Roberts@hoppe.com
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SOLAR PANEL FARM WILL SEE RANSOM WOOD
BECOME ONE OF FIRST SELF-SUSTAINING
BUSINESS PARKS IN UK
Specialist renewable
energy provider T H
White is behind a new
three-acre solar farm
that will see Ransom
Wood Business Park
become one of the UK’s
first self-sustaining
business parks.
Ransom Wood
Estates, which owns
the Nottinghamshirebased park, has invested
£660,000 in the project, which includes over 2,000 photo voltaic panels
with the ability to provide up to 450 kilo watts (KW) of power.
Alex Lockton, energy division general manager at T H White, the solar,
biomass and anaerobic digestion developer that built the solar farm, said:
“This move by Ransom Wood Business Park to become self-sustaining
using solar power is indicative of the way the market is changing.
“Businesses are starting to see the commercial benefits, as well as the
ethical benefits and we expect to see other organisations following suit.”
Ransom Wood Business Park spans some 110,000 square feet of which
over 75,000 square feet is occupied office space, a restaurant and a
nursery; all of which will be powered by the solar panel farm.

DON’T GET CAUGHT IN THE ESOS BOTTLENECK
With only seven months to go to the ESOS compliance deadline, Darryl
Mattocks, managing director of Enistic, is warning that there might not be
enough lead assessors to go round.
_    #    '/ 
   _   ~ 
   ?  !  :   $          :  
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Darryl warns: “I have real concerns around the supply and demand of lead
assessors. There are over
10,000 businesses which
need to report their ESOS
assessment by 5 December
- and only around 500 lead
assessors. The closer we
get to deadline, the more
pressure will build on
their workload.”
Organisations who fail to
meet the deadline risk
    ¡| 
£500 a day.
_     _ 
ESOS scheme to guarantee
compliance, starting with a
      
               
building portfolio, industrial processes and transport. This is followed by a
report detailing a tailored approach and time frame for compliance.

 www.thwhiteenergy.co.uk

 www.enistic.com

 thwhiteenergy

 info@enistic.com

PEL SERVICES AWARDED BRE THREE
YEAR CONTRACT

QUICKLIGHT APPOINTS RICHARD MCCABE
AS NEW MANAGING DIRECTOR

'   %&   
providers of commercial
    
communication systems,
>_< !  <  
been awarded a three
year, fully comprehensive
    
service and maintenance
at the Building Research
Establishment (BRE)
 #    }
Richard Tattersall, estates compliance manager at BRE, said: “We had been
           `|        
        >_<   /         
needs and we have been very happy with their service.”
* >_<            
  #              
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working on the design, installation and commissioning of new or re-modelled
          

       0    
Richard McCabe as its new managing director. On May 4th Richard takes
over the day-to-day management of the company from directors Rob Moss
and Andy Cole, who remain in an advisory capacity.
Richard has worked as the company’s commercial director for over
 0 0{  
:0       }  ;[Z<: 
company provided lighting maintenance and electrical testing services to
over 11,500 national customer sites
   Z[[~ 
electricians across the UK.
Rob Moss said: “Richard’s
promotion to managing director
is very well deserved. We are
     
to lead the business into its next
chapter and we wish him all the
best for the future.”
Richard said: “Over the last
seven years we’ve worked together
with our customers to ensure
we provide them with a reliable,
7       
     >
winning formula is one of our key attributes and will continue to be the
cornerstone moving forward.”

 www.pel.co.uk

 www.quicklight.co.uk

 info@pel.co.uk

 0844 875 1600

 0333 123 2100
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Imagine
the possibilities
Rotasoc® is widely considered to be the industry standard in
customisable under desk power systems. Made in Sheffield
and available in 32A and 16A versions, this plug & play system
includes a range of multi-socket power modules with 360°

rotating sockets.

Infeed
Protection/Switching
Sockets
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TRAINING

FUTURE TALENT CONFERENCE

On Wednesday, April 29th hundreds of HR professionals gathered at
the Royal Opera House in Covent Garden for the 2015 edition of the
Future Talent Conference

T

hough most of the lectures under
the great glass dome focused on
human resources there was a great
deal discussed that directly impacted
upon facilities managers and the FM
sector as a whole.
Event hosts Changeboard, who are
the biggest provider of specialist HR
jobs in the world described the day by
saying: “Future Talent” is a convenient
epithet to describe some of the most
    
leaders face… This year we are
exploring the impact of globalisation
and the digital age on the world of
work.”
For those who don’t know,
Changeboard was founded by Jim
Carrick-Birtwell and Porteur Keene.

It is a free global career community
where HR and recruitment
       
career advice and their aim is to create
a rich, respectful and professional
     
the information you’ll need to manage
your career and make more informed
career decisions.
Throughout the day speakers
discussed the trends and developments
 & ':'\  
CIPD and a familiar face to everyone
who attends FM conferences described
the so-called “Megatrends,” and famous
philosopher Alain de Botton, gave his
hints on how to ‘develop a mindset for
change.’ De Botton said: “Future Talent
is important for the most obvious but

perspectives.
 0   
 ' $ :   
advisor at the CEB. Hayley Tatum,
senior VP, people, at Asda. Piers
: ='\   :%
'0=Q  :'\' 
broadcaster and author Katie Ledger.
Finally a major aim during the whole
day was the plugging of technology
solution Plotr. Describing its mission
as ‘to inspire and inform every young
person between the ages of 11 and 24
about the career options available to
them.’ Plotr is aiming to become the
“iTunes of careers advice.”
It exists to open up a world of
opportunity, helping young people
discover careers they didn't know
existed - or ones they've felt a
million miles away from - and then
enable them to explore the world of
employment like never before.
  : = =  
and completely free for young people,
parents and teachers to use.
With the BIFM frequently inviting
representatives of the CIPD to their
networking events and conferences, it
is good to see the HR sector taking the
     > 
there is a lot more work to be done
before the integration between the
         
there is so much of relevance to an
FM journalist at an HR conference
speaks volumes.

deep of reasons, because the collective
7     
depends on properly mining the talents
and interests of the next generation.”
Perhaps the most directly relevant
speaker to FM was author, presenter
and consultant Kursty Groves. Groves
gave a talk entitles “Space Matters:
How physical environments can
enhance creativity and innovation in
our digital world.”
    :
having written a book called
I Wish I Worked There! - A Look Inside
the Most Creative Spaces in Business, in
which she went behind the scenes of 20
famous global brands, paying particular
      7  
from both practical and emotional
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RICS APPOINT FONTANA
The Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors (RICS) has named Kath Fontana
as chair of its Facilities Management board. In her three-year tenure, Fontana’s
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to consolidate FM as a strategic
      
 |   
Z 9 * G   
delivering Facilities and Asset
Management solutions and having
        
4 "     4    
Interserve, Fontana is currently
managing director of BAM FM Ltd,
a wholly owned subsidiary of BAM
Construct UK.
Fontana is vice chair of the
   *^/\[\
  G     
construction and FM. Most
recently she was shortlisted
for the Outstanding Woman in
Construction award at the Women
in Construction Awards.
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WINDEATT JOINS KM
KM Security Solutions, part
of KM Facilities Management
Group PLC has announced the
      
as technical operations manager.
  Z¦" 
within the technical side of the
  : 
brings with him a wealth
of knowledge. His role is to
continue to build the already
strong client base within
technical and to implement new processes into the team to
   

&$;[Z_:            
       &* "
within the industry.
>          ]     
      0:   ;_
newcomers and inspire a new generation of resource managers.
^   :&$ : 0 
         
             
and the industry as a whole.
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CAREER LADDER

Facilities management is known to be a career
Name: Jessica Strawbridge
Current role:
Director of professional
services, Incentive FM
Born: Brisbane, Australia
Lives: Bawtry, South Yorkshire

? Z #  $_
I attended a private boarding school in
Brisbane on a scholarship, and worked
         
school hours for a bit of pocket money.
? Z #$  
[\ _
Food and beverage manager covering
19 food outlets and 1,000 tables at
}   Z    !  +
experience had been in the hospitality
sector and they needed someone to
manage the food court with a hospitality
approach rather than a cleaning one.
? Z  #   
&     *_  
      _
I didn’t hear it until I moved to the UK
about eight years ago, where it was a
more mature market with providers
managing a whole building. In Australia
it was more about single service
contracting.
? What made you choose FM as
 _
I discovered it suited my skill set and
I progressed quickly in the company I
   :      (!!
following an acquisition. I moved up
to area manager covering three trophy
      !    
?  ?   @  !  (
the kind of job where if you work hard,
listen and care about what you’re doing
then you will progress really well.
?    
      _
I was ready for a change and moved to
 %&  + {   
Europe for six months. Whilst in a
temporary project management role I
      $  (  *+
as facilities manager at Crystal Peaks
    !    

       +] + [  
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the business but I’m proud to say we still
have the contract at Crystal Peaks.
Being Australian I get itchy feet, so
         

   !   +    
    {    
consultancy side. We were engaged in
a couple of major consultancy projects
X]  :   @  Y
so I had plenty to challenge me. We
act as trusted advisors to customers
with a completely bespoke approach
according to their needs, ranging
from procurement to auditing. Our
knowledge base means we give them an
insight into how providers operate and
what the pitfalls and opportunities are.
?    #  

 [\_   

#  _
I have tended to get a job and then
      #  
(           @
taken control of a larger team including
@!     _  
pathway this year will be on those
specialist subjects and also attending
the Incentive Group’s High Level
Leadership course. I’ve also got my
    +Z:    
this year.
If you can engage well with people you
are all set, because a big chunk of the
job is making people feel comfortable
that you have their best interests at
heart and that you will get the job done.
Hospitality is a great grounding because
the customer is always right and you
can never show any irritation.

that people fall into from other sectors. In
this regular column, FMJ chats to a facilities
professional about how they got into the sector
and takes a look at their career path. This month
we talk to Jessica Strawbridge, director of
professional services, Incentive FM

? What was your worst
   
_

I have the best job I could have, I love it.

clients and providers where they work
together to fund it. A provider just saying
‘put your hand in your pocket’ isn’t
   (       
         
willing to come along for the ride, we are
         
business. Expecting people in London to
live on £6.50 per hour is not realistic.

? What is your greatest
contribution to the FM sector, or
  _

? What advice would you give
      
     _

Trying to encourage and educate
clients on transparency, encouraging
partnership with their service providers
and helping set up contracts and tools
that help them work with, not against
their providers.

!        
hard. Be willing to do the front line jobs
 
 #       
manage the people doing those jobs.

? What’s changed most since you
  [\_

+ [    +]   
manager for eight years. We work really
well together and I couldn’t put a price
on what I’ve learned from watching him,
listening to him and having him as a
constant source of advice.

I’ve never had a bad one. I’ve never gone
for a job I didn’t want, and never gone
for an interview and not got the job.
? Z   $"
 _

Over my 11 years I’ve seen a move
from really adversarial client-provider
relationships to people realising that it’s
           
and we’re seeing progress towards a
more open way of working. We now see
actual partnerships, not just the client
being the big bad wolf and providers
ducking and diving. Both sides now
have a greater appreciation of what the
other brings.
? If you could do one thing
       [\"
    _
If I thought there was a better way of
doing things I’d do it!
? Z      
     [\ _  
    _
+  < }    
requirement for everybody so that
        
wage. The only way it can be achieved
is by open book transparency between

? Who’s your mentor (either in FM
  =  _

? How would you describe what you
  
_
It’s nigh on impossible so you end up
mumbling something like ‘it’s not very
glamorous’. For people who aren’t in
    *+      
language.
? What qualities should a good
[\ _
         
the chin and be politically astute, they
have to be able to negotiate. Above all
 *+       
   
? What are your long-term goals
  G    _
I would love to have a role on the
board in the relatively short term, and
remain within the support services side
of the business.

Would you, or someone you know, like to be featured in our career ladder column? If you’re an operational
FM with more than 10 years’ experience in the sector, then email charlie.kortens@kpmmedia.co.uk
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“Kay and her team provide a
seamless outsourced switchboard
service. The result? Lower costs,
outstanding service levels.”
Moneypenny client since 2010

Kay, Moneypenny Receptionist

Moneypenny will support your
existing team by looking after

  
       
moneypenny.co.uk
0333 202 1005
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